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Abstract
This study documented how six alumni participants of Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s
Children’s Gardening Program (BBG’S CGP) described and made meaning of their
experience as child participants in the program.

Phenomenological interviewing was

used to collect data from the six participants. Half of the participants were interviewed in
person while the others were telephone interviewed. All interviews were transcribed and
names and places have been changed to protect the anonymity of participants.

Data

analysis was conducted using the Inductive Data Analysis and the Typological Analysis
described by Hatch (2002). Three major themes emerged from this analysis: (1)
childhood development and learning experience, 2) BBG’S CGP impact on adulthood,
and 3) the meaning of the CGP and BBG.

Participants acknowledged acquiring

childhood development and learning skills that continue to impact them as adults.

For

example, they acknowledged that they learned horticultural knowledge in the CGP and
how they continue to use that knowledge in hobbies such as gardening and cooking. In
addition, participants applied meaning to their CGP experiences.

They reflected on

aspects of the CGP that contributed to their positive experience as well as how aspects of
BBG contributed to their experience. For participants to recall activities and events from
their experiences in the CGP, as much as 67 years after participation underscores the
importance of children’s gardening programs.

The value that the alumni participants

hold for the CGP due to the positive influence and impact upon their lives is important
information in documenting the significant role that a children’s gardening program can
have in the lives of its participants.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the Study
Children’s gardening programs are growing in popularity.

The National Gardening

Association awards 400 Youth Garden Grants annually to schools, neighborhood
organizations,

community

centers,

camps,

clubs,

and

intergenerational

programs

throughout the United States. There are 1,400 children’s gardening programs registered
with the National Gardening Association’s kidsgardening.com, and 60 out of 475
institutional members of the American Association of Botanical Gardens and Arboreta
(AABGA) have incorporated youth gardening programs (Mattern, 1999). In addition to
the noticeable increase in institutional interest in children’s gardening programs, teachers
and parents are supporting their interest by subscribing to environmental education
newsletters, buying the maturing collection of children’s gardening books, visiting
botanical gardens for the experience of their children, participating in youth gardening
conferences, and consulting with curators and their assistants on different ways to bring
gardening into their classrooms.
Included in most public garden mission statements is the goal to enhance the educational
experience of the garden visitor. A major motivator for public gardens to incorporate a
children’s garden is the opportunity to reach out to a multigenerational audience. Mostly
nonprofit organizations, public gardens are constantly trying to capture the public’s
interests to gain their participation and financial support.

Programs that bring children

into their organization bring with them the interest of their parents, family, and friends.
Among these public gardens, Brooklyn Botanic Garden (BBG) hosts the oldest children’s
gardening program in the United States.

Founded in 1914, Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s

Children’s Gardening Program (BBG’S CGP) has succeeded in involving a steady flow
of children year after year, creating an environment where children have the opportunity
to interact with nature.

BBG’s CGP has been a prototype for children’s gardening

programs throughout the world.

Participants of BBG’s CGP claim that it is a good
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program and even that there are benefits in participating in the program. However, this
information is purely anecdotal (Maclin and Hyland, 1999).

Focus of the Study
This study sought to understand and illuminate the perceived lived experiences as orally
expressed by six alumni of Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program.
Exploratory in nature, this study should create a theoretical base for examining the
meaning of a youth gardening program, such as BBG’s CGP, to its alumni. As of 1999,
over 30,000 children had participated in BBG’s CGP since its inception in 1914 (Shair,
1999).

The alumni participants were available for this research, and this study took

advantage of the opportunity to explore the meaning of their experience in BBG’s CGP.

Research Questions
The following research questions guided this study: (1) How do adult alumni of Brooklyn
Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program describe their experiences as a child
participant and how do they make meaning of those experiences? (2) How do adult
alumni of Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program perceive their
experience to influence their lives, if at all?

Significance
This research is the first of its kind to document the meaning of children’s gardening
programs as portrayed by alumni participants of Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s
Gardening Program.

This addition to the children’s gardening literature is important in

describing the children’s gardening phenomena.

The 2001 National Gardening

Association Children’s Gardening Conference identified the lack of research literature on
the impacts of garden-based education and recognized the need to examine the meaning
of youth gardening programs.
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Chapter Summary
The purpose of this study was to explore the meaningful program experiences of six
alumni participants from Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program.
This is the first comprehensive study to gain a rich description of the alumni participants’
lived experiences in BBG’s CGP. Realizing the meaning that a youth gardening program
can play in participant’s lives is essential to the children’s gardening literature and can be
valuable information to BBG and the growth and development of their Children’s
Gardening Program.

The following chapter reviews the broad sample of literature

available on children’s gardening, alumni studies, and youth development programs.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Limited research on children’s gardening programs lead this researcher to look at
literature on other programs with a mission to develop youth. These programs included
the Boy Scouts of America, 4-H, and Outward Bound. Examination of studies done on
alumni participants was explored in each of these programs. To help frame this study, a
historical analysis of children’s gardens and the history of Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s
Children’s Gardening Program is presented.

Historical Analysis of Children’s Gardens
School gardens of Germany, Austria, and Sweden in the 19th century were some of the
first to actively promote a garden environment for children believing that “children in
urban areas suffered both physically and mentally from lack of exposure to the riches of
the outdoor and country life.”

It was in 1837 that German educator, Fiedrich Froebel

coined the term “kinder garten,” meaning “garden for children.”

In 1870, Austria and

Hungary required a garden in every school, and by 1898, over 18,000 children’s gardens
existed within these two nations.

By 1905, the growth of children’s gardens reached

more than 100,000 throughout Europe (Shair, 1999).
In the United States, in the midst of the harsh times of the Industrial Revolution in the
19th century, school teachers witnessed children in their classrooms trying to adapt from
rural environments to an industrialized urban society.

Educators recognized the success

that European schools had in their school gardens and how effective the natural
environment can be as a classroom. American educators saw the school garden as a way
to encourage relationships with nature while teaching children effective work habits. The
basics of working in industry, such as efficiency, management, and productivity, were
learned in this natural environment.

“Wasted energy could be economized by keeping

one’s back straight, by carrying water cans more efficiently, and by using the proper size
tools” (Bassett, 1979).
4

Public gardens across the country began to implement children’s gardens into their
traditional perennial and annual displays and special collections.

There were 60 out of

475 institutional members in the American Association of Botanical Gardens and
Arboreta at the end of the 20th Century.
Introduced in California in 1999, the Junior Master Gardener™ Program (JMG™
Program) is a national youth gardening program.

Statistics from the JMG™ web page

state that as of July 16, 2002, the JMG™ Program has over 680 registered groups in 38
states, with over 20,624 youth registered in the program, including groups registered in
New Zealand (Junior Master Gardener™ Program, 2002). The creation and response to
this program is indicative of the popularity of youth gardening programs and the state at
which more and more communities are becoming aware of the benefits of incorporating
gardening activities into programs for children.

History of Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program
In 1913, Miss Ellen Eddy Shaw envisioned a youth gardening program that would allow
children “to learn lessons of nurture and observe how nature looks out for herself.” As
this experiential tool for learning was gaining attention BBG hired Shaw as Curator of
Children’s Education. BBG records for May 2, 1914 states, “On May second, was started
the outdoor work for children at the Garden” (Maclin and Hyland, 1999).
Today, the children’s garden at BBG operates a spring session, two summer sessions, and
a fall session. It is recognized as the “first major botanic garden in the world to include
within its walls a teaching garden cultivated by children” (Stone, 1984). BBG’s CGP
includes

children

ranging

in

age

from

three

to

seventeen

years

old.

The

KinderGardeners, ages three to six, work in pairs within a 4’ x 4’ garden plot. The City
Farmers are seven to twelve years old and work in pairs in 4’ x 15’ garden plots. Older
children, the Earth Movers, work as a group to design their own 34’ x 28’ garden.
Children are indoors in early spring to learn about tools, garden safety, measuring,
planting techniques, plant biology, and garden design.

The last Saturday in April is

planting day, where the children demonstrate what they have learned in class by tending
5

to their assigned garden plots.

The design and implementation of BBG’s CGP has

influenced children’s gardening programs around the country and abroad.

Miss Shaw

retired in 1945 and “with few modifications, the program continues to run very much in
the manner of Miss Shaw’s Garden, and it continues to be one of the most successful
programs of its kind” (Stone, 1984).

Childhood Development and Learning through Youth Programming
Limited research of alumni perceptions of the impact of youth gardening programs lead
this researcher to review past empirical research that described the role of several youth
programs involved in outdoor education or experiential learning.

A study done on

botanical gardens found that many children experience a botanical garden for the first
time through a school field trip (Kahtz, 1995).

Kahtz found a positive relationship

between the field trip experience and developing positive attitudes toward plants and the
environment.

Additionally, Kahtz suggested that children learn more and respond more

favorably in a nonformal setting than in a traditional classroom.

This concept of

experiential learning is carried throughout the literature describing the benefits of
participating in a youth program such as the Boy Scouts of America, 4-H, and Outward
Bound.
The Boy Scouts of America
The purpose of the Boy Scouts of America is to provide an educational experience for
boys and young adults to build character, to train in the responsibilities of citizenship, and
to develop personal fitness (National Council for Boy Scouts of America, 2002).

One

alumni study by Harris Interactive of New York conducted research on the National
Foundations for the Boy Scouts of America to assess the impact of summer camp through
the perceptions of alumni leaders, alumni parents, and alumni Boy Scouts.

Responses

from more than 10,000 Scouts, 5,200 leaders, and 4,400 parents were collected in survey
form on their perceptions of the Boy Scout camp experience.

The results report that

summer camp supports the building of values and character, fosters a positive sense of
self-worth and usefulness, builds caring and nurturing relationships with adults, creates a
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desire to learn, provides the means to use their time creatively and productively, and
helps them to adapt a healthy relationship with society ( In Support of Values, 2001).
4-H
As the nation became more and more concerned with losing its youth to urban America,
the 4-H program saw the need to sustain an educational quality that teaches America’s
young people to “learn by doing.”

Four-H emphasizes experiential learning that

contributes to the increase of knowledge, the development of social skills, and promotes
social readiness to help youth evolve into contributing members of society. Within the
340,870 4-H Units, including organized clubs, special interest programs, overnight
camping programs, school enrichment programs, and school-aged child care programs,
youth are learning leadership opportunities and life development skills. For over 80 years,
4-H, the oldest and largest nontraditional educational effort in public education, has
influenced youth from all over the country (Ladewig and Thomas, 1987).
Recent studies in acquiring life skills through 4-H programs include one by Gamon and
Dehegedus-Hetzel (1994). They analyzed how effective the 4-H swine projects were in
developing life skills as well as in developing subject-matter skills. Questionnaires were
sent out to 400 randomly selected 4-H students from Iowa.

Using a five-point Likert

scale, participants expressed a positive effect on the development of life skills as well as
swine subject-matter skills, although the subject-matter skills were lower than life skill
development.
Ward (1991) conducted an alumni study assessing the influence of an animal science 4H program.

Fifty-two animal science alumni responded to the surveys, in four-point

Likert scale format. The alumni had graduated from the program within five years of the
survey. Respondents had been enrolled in 4-H for an average of 8.4 years and ranged
from 3 to 12 years old at the time of their enrollment with the 4-H program. Names were
obtained from staff in New Jersey and five alumni were pre-tested in order to find
misconceptions in the survey. According to the results of the surveys, such as the high
score for “availability to accept responsibility,” it was concluded that the 4-H animal
science program positively influences life skill development.
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Ladewig & Thomas (1987) recognized the need for evidence of the impact that the 4-H
club has on youth development. This national study, funded by the Extension Service,
USDA, and conducted by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service, included alumni of
4-H, alumni of other youth organizations, and nonmembers of either group.

In each

region, Northeast, South, North Central and West, a sample of 400 people, giving the
study a total sample of 1600 individuals, were interviewed over the phone in survey form.
The researchers explain that as a result of their study, much value is derived from the 4-H
club experience. Respondents rated their 4-H membership as having a high, positive
image. Compared to other programs, 4-H alumni were more satisfied with the program’s
contribution to their personal development, such as self-worth, responsibility, and goal
setting.
Outward Bound
Another youth program that has been evaluated by assessing the benefits of its
participants is Outward Bound.

In the 1970’s, with the support of the U.S. Forest

Service’s North Central Forest Experiment Station, the Kaplans (1989) spent ten years
analyzing the effects of Michigan’s Outdoor Challenge Program, a design closely related
to the more familiar program Outward Bound.

The initial two years focused on

comparing program participants with control groups and then, from the evidence they
observed from the personal journals of the studied participants, they began to focus,
instead, on what was happening with the participants while in the program. The Kaplans
(1989) site research indicating that although these types of programs have been popular,
only anecdotal evidence is available on the benefits of their programs and research is
lacking in the documentation of these benefits.

From the ten-year study, the Kaplans

(1989) showed evidence that the effects of the program were significant and multifaceted.
They note that although they gathered evidence that the effects of the program were
significant and multidimensional it “is not to say that all participants gained equally or
that the changes will endure indefinitely.” However, in comparing the results from year
to year the results are highly comparable, signifying a common impact on the
participants.
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Chapter Summary
So little is known about youth gardening programs and their impact upon youth that a
review of literature on other youth development programs was done.

This literature

suggests that experiential learning, or learning by doing, has an impact on the
development and learning potential of participants in the programs.

Mostly survey

studies, the literature lacks a rich description of the experience constructed by the
participants themselves.
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CHAPTER 3
Methods and Procedures
The purpose of this study was to learn about and understand the experiences of six
alumni of Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program.

A review of

literature, including the history of children’s gardening, youth development programs,
and the theory of experiential learning was used to frame this study.
presents the methods and procedures for this study.

Chapter three

A description of the identification

and sample selection will be followed by the development of the interview guide, data
collection strategies, and data analysis.

Identification and Sample Selection
The participants were selected from BBG’s CGP alumni records, which included updated
list of alumni names who responded to BBG Alumni Reunion invitations.

In order to

keep their alumni list current, BBG updates its list according to those who respond to the
annual BBG Alumni Reunion. The attempt to organize an alumni list this way began in
1960.
Age categories were defined in order to gather a characteristic sample of CGP alumni
participants.

The age group started with 25 years of age in order to ensure that

participants were of a capable age to have experienced a job and had time to reflect on
their childhood experience. One male and one female were selected to fulfill each of the
following pre-determined age categories:
(1) 25 through 45
(2) 46 through 65
(3) 66 through (no limitation)
In order to keep this study economically feasible, BBG’s CGP management staff began
to narrow down the alumni list by performing a search for alumni who lived in Tennessee
or one of its neighboring states.

The list resulted in a list of 22 alumni that lived in

Georgia, Kentucky, Virginia, North Carolina, or Alabama.
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Three alumni from that list

(Amy, 72; Rachael, 53; and Thomas, 46) agreed to participate (actual names were not
used to maintain confidentiality).

After exhausting the initial list from alumni records,

BBG’s CGP was contacted again to retrieve an additional list of alumni according to
specific dates that the alumni participated in the CGP. The alumnus’ current age could be
estimated according to the date that they were involved in the CGP. For example, one
man and one woman were needed to fulfill the first age category, which included ages
25-45 years of age.

Children participated in the CGP from ages 3 to 17 years old.

Therefore, a list of alumni was requested that included those who participated in the
program from 1980 and later, which resulted in a list that included alumni participants
that were at least 25 years old at the time of this study. The same procedure was used to
find the male alumnus that fulfilled the third age category.

This process in entirety

resulted in a list of three female alumni and three male alumni that fulfilled each age
category, and agreed to participate.
Initial contact was made with candidates by telephone. In the initial contact, the nature of
the research study was explained. Three participants, who lived within a 400-mile radius
of Knoxville, Tennessee, were interviewed in person.
interviewed over the telephone.

The remaining three were

Their participation included two interviews, the initial

interview and a follow-up interview that was conducted by the researcher.

All twelve

interviews were audio taped. The initial interviews, whether conducted in person or over
the telephone, lasted approximately one hour.

The follow-up interviews were all

conducted over the telephone and lasted about one-half hour each. Participants selected
the time of the telephone interview and the time and place of the face to face interviews.

Development of the Interview Guide
An open-ended interview guide was designed to guide the participants in discussing their
experiences in BBG’s CGP (Appendix A). This type of guide is practical in asking the
participants to tell the story of their experience. Questions were included in the interview
guide that the researcher used to ensure a constant flow of dialogue.

However, the

interview was not restricted to the questions included in the interview guide.
interview was flexible, allowing the dialogue to proceed more naturally.
11

The

Meanwhile, the

researcher was looking for emerging subjects that needed elaboration from the
participant.

The researcher used prompting questions that encouraged the participant to

further discuss the subject. Prompts provided the opportunity to explore meanings
attached to events or situations described.

Data Collection Strategies
The twelve interviews (two interviews per six alumni participants) were collected from
December 2002 through March 2003.

Each interview was projected to last one hour.

Interviews were conducted at settings selected by the participants.

(The names of all

participants and locations involved in the study were changed to ensure confidentiality.)
Interviews began with informal conversation and a reminder of the nature of the study.
The participants were then asked to read and sign a consent form (Appendix B). After
the consent form was signed and the participant was ready to proceed, the researcher
discussed the interview process, which began with an informal question (Question 1). It
was explained that any information that the alumni could contribute would be useful.
The researcher encouraged the participants to discuss their experiences and took notes of
any emerging subjects that needed elaboration. The researcher concentrated on listening
to the responses so that appropriate prompts could be generated. Interviews concluded
when the researcher and the participant had discussed all details. Interviews were then
transcribed and names and places mentioned by participants were changed to maintain
confidentiality.

Data Analysis
The object of analysis was the interview transcripts from each of the six participants.
Initial analysis began by reading each transcript thoroughly and entirely in order to grasp
an overall impression of the dialogue.

As analysis progressed, the data were read

repeatedly, adapting the Inductive Data Analysis and the Typological Analysis models
described by Hatch (2002) to fit this research.
In typological analysis, the data are divided into categories or groups based on
predetermined typologies generated from theory, common sense, and/or research
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objectives (Hatch, 2002).

The purpose of this study was to explore the meaningful

program experiences of six alumni participants from BBG’s CGP.

The interview guide

for this research study was made up of open-ended questions in order to capture each
participant’s experience as told by the participant. Questions were open-ended to reduce
leading the participant toward fixed outcomes.

The typological analysis was a useful

model for organizing initial analysis but did not fit well with the exploratory nature of
this study.
In the inductive analysis model (Hatch, 2002), domains are discovered through the
process of reading with specific semantic relationships in mind.

A few examples of

semantic relationships used in this type of analysis are strict inclusion (X is a kind of Y),
spatial (X is a place in Y), and cause-effect (X is a result of Y). This type of anlysis was
important to this study because it allowed the analysis process to progress more
inductively, allowing findings to emerge from the data.
Using the typological analysis model, frames of analysis were identified using the
research questions formatted for this research study (see Research Questions).

The

frames of analysis were (1) descriptive content, (2) statements regarding influence, and
(3) meaning statements.

Adapting the inductive analysis model, frames of analysis

guided the search for domains, which were defined by the following semantic
relationships using strict inclusion: x is a kind of descriptive content, x is a kind of
statement regarding influence, and x is a kind of meaning statement.

Analyzing

participant interview transcripts individually, each domain element was color-coded
when it was found in the interview transcript.

Domains were read separately and each

statement within the domain was summarized and recorded on a summary sheet.
Summary statements were grouped into sub-themes. Sub-themes were then grouped into
the major themes of this study.
Frames of analysis were identified from the study’s research questions.

Analysis

proceeded inductively to find domains and ultimately create themes to construct the
overall findings.

Domains were grouped into themes that are described in the
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presentations of findings. A master outline was constructed to depict the elements of the
complete analysis (Appendix D).

Chapter Summary
The literature reveals the lack of a textual understanding of the meaning that a youth
gardening program, such as BBG’s Children’s Gardening Program, has to its participants.
In assessing the meaning from the perceptions of several alumni the researcher will
provide a textual framework that will strongly exemplify their unique experiences. Using
this textural evidence the researcher will search for a central underlying meaning that will
represent

a

rich

description

of
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their

experience

at

BBG.

CHAPTER 4
Presentation of Findings
In 1914, Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program (BBG’S CGP) was
started to teach children about gardening within a garden context.

The surge of the

current interest in children’s gardening prompted this study to assess the meaning that the
oldest children’s gardening program in America, BBG’s CGP, has for its alumni
participants.

This chapter presents the meaning that was constructed by six alumni as

they described their experience as child participants in the CGP.
The alumni described their experience in the CGP as multifaceted. Three distinct themes
emerged from inductive analysis of participant interviews.

The three themes are

identified as: 1) childhood development and learning experience, 2) BBG’S CGP impact
on adulthood, 3) the meaning of the CGP and BBG.

This chapter will first present

personal profiles of the six adult alumni participants of this study. Following the profiles,
three themes will be described using quotes from each participant’s interview for support.

Participant Profiles
Catherine
Catherine was 29 years old at the time of this study. She grew up in Brooklyn, New York
in the 1980s. Her younger sister also participated in the CGP. Catherine was involved in
the CGP from ages 9 through 11. Attending college in New York, she received an MS in
Reading Science.

She currently lives in Brooklyn, where she is a conflict resolution

teacher for pre-K through 5th grades. Catherine is a straightforward, insightful person and
has a light, witty sense of humor.
Patrick
Patrick was 26 years old at the time of this study. He grew up in Brooklyn, New York in
the 1980s. His older brother was also involved in the CGP. He and his family lived in an
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apartment a block away from BBG. He was involved in the CGP for two years when he
was six and seven years old.

Patrick joined the military right after high school and is

currently living in Brooklyn, working on his masters in Psychology with aspirations to
work on a PhD. Patrick has a soft-spoken, gentle nature and is a very intelligent man.
Rachael
Rachael was 53 years old at the time of this study.

She grew up in the 1950s in

Brooklyn, New York, where as an only child she lived in an apartment with her parents.
Rachael was involved in the CGP from ages 11 through 14. She and her family have
lived in North Carolina for twenty years.

Her two daughters are grown and away at

college. Rachael graduated college with a triple major in chemistry, biology, and history,
and completed graduate work in Biomedical Engineering.

She works with a nonprofit

contract research institute to provide technology services.

She has a bright, confident,

uplifting personality, and a passion for nature and the environment.
Thomas
Thomas was 46 years old at the time of this study. He grew up in the 1960s in Brooklyn,
New York, where he lived in an apartment with his family.

His sister was also a

participant of the CGP. Thomas participated in the CGP from ages 11 through 14, and
worked his last two years as an assistant to the older instructors. He and his wife and six
children currently live in Tennessee, where Thomas works as a Ranger for one of
Tennessee’s State Parks. He teaches approximately 30,000 school children a year about
the conservation and preservation of natural areas.
from Cornell University in New York.

He got his BS in Botany/Ecology

Thomas’ character revealed that he is a kid at

heart, with a lot of enthusiasm for teaching children environmental education.
Amy
Amy was 73 years old at the time of this study. She grew up in Brooklyn, New York, in
the 1930s.

She was an only child and lived in an apartment with her parents.

She

participated in the program when she was 8, 9, and 10 years old, and then she and her
parents moved to Connecticut. She and her family moved to Kentucky about 30 years
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ago, where she resides now. She is currently a member of BBG. Amy is a sweet, caring
woman with a lot of passion for her family.
Steven
Steven was 76 at the time of this study.

Growing up in Brooklyn, New York in the

1930s, he lived in an apartment about a block and a half from BBG with his family. His
brother was involved in the CGP for many years. Steven participated in the CGP when
he was nine to ten years old, when he stopped to go to boarding school. After boarding
school he joined the Navy and went on to earn a BA in History from a college in
Connecticut. He is retired now and lives in Connecticut with his wife. He was in the
book publishing business where he dealt with general fiction and non-fiction novels. He
and his wife are still members of BBG and visit as often as they can.

Steven is a

generous man who enjoys life with his wife in Connecticut.

Childhood Development and Learning Experience
Childhood development and learning experiences described by the six alumni participants
represent one theme that emerged from this study’s interview data.

The alumni

participants recalled the gardening activities at BBG’s CGP and interpreted them as
significant to their development and learning in childhood.

This section presents four

sub-themes within the childhood development and learning experience theme.

The four

sub-themes of childhood development and learning experience include horticultural
knowledge, social skills, cultural awareness, and personal development.
Horticultural Knowledge
All participants spoke about the knowledge they acquired about horticulture through their
participation in the CGP.
categories,

which

include

The type of knowledge they gained was broken into four
gardening

skills,

producing

and

harvesting vegetables,

cultivating ornamental plants, and increased awareness of environmental issues.
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Gardening skills
BBG’s CGP runs throughout each season of the year using numerous activities to teach
horticulture education to its participants.

Alumni participants acknowledged gardening

skills they learned in the CGP, including basic gardening skills such as weeding, getting
planting beds ready, transplanting, plant culture, and how to plan a garden, as well as
advanced gardening skills, such as organic practices, planting time frames, and
intercropping.
Catherine recalled the attention given to learning gardening skills while participating in
the CGP:
I remember that it was very important when we were planting that we learned a
lot of skills. We had to measure to make sure the rows were straight. So there
was like a lot of education in it, too. They tell you about mulch and things like
that to take care of your garden. They tell you about fertilizer.

Participants talked about the arduous physical labor of gardening and how a child’s idea
of a fun time can be contrasting to the chores needed in a garden setting. Although the
gardening chores in the CGP were tough, alumni participants spoke of being gratified by
the end results. Catherine explained:
Well, I was actually kind of a lazy kid, I mean, some of it. They give you the
rake, there are people to help you, but it takes time to pull in the soil... and for a
city kid who is not an actual farmer, it takes time… Physically, it was tiring, it
was hot, la te May or mid-May, so I remember being hot and feeling good though,
feeling like the more dirty I got at it, the more successful I was at it. It was good
to be dirty and I felt like I was doing something impressive.

Patrick spoke about weeding in the garden:
We spent most of our time weeding. I mean it was great, seeing things grow and
doing it on our own.

Another gardening skill that was absorbed in the CGP was plant culture. The participants
did research through catalogues to plan their garden, teaching them about the needs of
different plants. Catherine described how she and her group had to choose what to plant
in their community plot:
Well, we had a choice of some more of the things that we already had, but also
we looked in catalogues and they told us what kind of things would grow there
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and we looked and we picked among the things that were appropriate for that
kind of climate, and I guess we voted. We had to eliminate what kinds of things
would make it too crowded what things wouldn’t grow together, so there is a
little bit of gardening lesson involved in it too. What grows well in a certain
climate.

The components of starting seed in a greenhouse was another gardening skill learned in
the CGP. Steven explained in his own words:
In the winter we would take little spoons and take seeds from a bulk package and
put them into small envelopes. We would use the same seeds to start a flat, to
start seedlings in a greenhouse adjoining the main administration building, a little
greenhouse that was reserved for these children's programs...And we also planted
flats of seedlings that would develop and would be used in the garden later on in
the year.

The vegetable garden was used as an effective teaching tool in the CGP to introduce
children to unique gardening techniques.

Amy described one unique technique she

learned in the CGP:
Of the things that I remember fondly, there were certain things that I learned that
I had never heard of before, one was raffia to tie up the tomatoes.

Alumni participants talked about learning advanced gardening skills in the CGP.

Basic

skills would be sufficient to give the CGP participants the idea of vegetable gardening;
however, CGP participants learned real skills that have been utilized by avid vegetable
gardeners and produce farmers.

For example, Rachael explained how they learned

planting time frames, intercropping, and organic gardening practices:
We knew the germination time frames and we knew the harvest time frames and
how you could recycle that line of growing space to put something else in as the
season went on…And we were the original organic farmers there. There was no
pesticide or any of that stuff used. It was all manual labor. It was hoed, we’d
spend a whole week doing nothing but hoeing. And it was all very wonderful.

In conclusion, participants of this study recalled learning basic and advanced gardening
skills as a child participant in the CGP. A statement by Catherine summarized how CGP
participants felt about the gardening skills learned in the CGP:
I just remember feeling like I knew a lot about plants and maybe I didn't even
know that much, but it was more than I knew before, you know.
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In addition to gardening skills, the participants were also exposed to producing and
harvesting vegetables.
Producing and harvesting vegetables
Children have become so removed from gardening experiences that some are not aware
that vegetables are living plants that are cultivated in the ground, and not something that
is just found at their local grocery store. BBG’s CGP provides an opportunity for children
to learn where vegetables come from, and also the opportunity to learn the process of
growing them and the rewards of harvesting the produce. Participants from this study
acknowledged that they learned about specific vegetables and how to grow and harvest
them as well as how to prepare them for consumption.
All the participants spoke about specific vegetables they grew, including carrots, onions,
leeks, swiss chard, radishes, sunflowers, lettuce, squash, kohlrabi, tomatoes, and beans.
For example, similar to other alumni participants’ descriptions of the vegetables they
grew, Catherine talked about the vegetables that they produced and how they produced
them:
In the garden we would have carrots, and we had the onions. We did
transplanting, so we had leeks and things like that. We didn't do all the actual
planting in one day, over time you added more stuff. We had flowers, we had
sunflowers, radishes. They taught us about the different [vegetables]. A lot of
radishes, definitely a lot of radishes.

Through the practical experience of producing and harvesting their own vegetables, the
participants learned the true source of vegetable produce and developed an appreciation
for the labor associated with producing vegetables. Catherine explained how the physical
harvesting of carrots helped her appreciate the true source of vegetable produce:
You really got the [idea], when you pulled a carrot out of the ground it really
became clear. You see much more what goes into food production and what you
have to do. It makes it much more real. Usually you just put on your table, you
learn not to take it (vegetables) for granted. And for a city kid that's a big deal to
know that.
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The CGP alumni participants revealed that they increased their knowledge of vegetables
they could consume. Patrick explained how he learned to use his vegetable produce for
meals at home:
We cooked there, we did salads, we grew all different kinds of vegetables that
most of us weren’t used to anyway and we had to figure out some way to use
them, what we were going to do with all the squash we grew. I’d take it home
and my mom would have some idea, but to avoid throwing it away we had to
figure something out pretty quickly. BBG did have these parties, they’d use
produce from the gardens, we’d leave with recipes, or at least ideas. I mean you
spend all that time growing [vegetables] you might as well get the most use out
of it.

The CGP also introduced new vegetables to its participants broadening their food pallet.
Patrick remembered some of the specific vegetables that he learned to produce, and in
particular being introduced to one that was uncommon to him:
I remember having a little plot, we grew flowers, vegetables, basic fruit, and
some spices…We did grow carrots, lettuce, radishes, we did squash, and
kohlrabi, which, I think is Japanese. So I remember growing that, that was one
of my first experiences with [kohlrabi.]

Amy also recalled her introduction to a vegetable uncommon to her:
I remember Swiss Chard, which I had never heard of before because my mother
hated spinach and we just didn’t have Swiss Chard.

Lessons about producing vegetables were reinforced for CGP participants by the way that
they physically harvested their own vegetables, and could hold them and taste them.
Patrick recalled how harvesting vegetables that he had grown gave him the opportunity to
learn the entire process of producing vegetables, from transplanting to consumption:
Harvesting was interesting because you got to eat a meal that you had a hand in
from beginning to finish, so we got to see something through.

Participants also gained confidence in their ability to produce vegetables from
experiential lessons where they learned the steps to growing each vegetable.

For

example, Steven spoke about learning to successfully produce carrots, among other
vegetables, and tasting the result of his work:
We grew swiss chard, tomatoes, radishes, beans…I don't think I would have
planted carrots number one. And if I had planted carrots, I don't know that I
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would have known how to thin them out. I've learned and was able to succeed at
growing carrots and they were good.

In addition to being exposed to producing and harvesting vegetables, the participants
were exposed to cultivating ornamental plants.
Cultivating ornamental plants
Another category in the horticultural knowledge sub-theme of the childhood development
and learning experience theme was cultivating ornamental plants. The participants
acknowledged

that

their

learning

experiences

included

learning

nomenclature

of

ornamental plants, flowerbed design, and plant culture. All participants spoke about how
they learned about ornamental flowers, herbs, and vegetables through experiential
activities, specialty lecture lessons, guided tours, displays of ornamental plants, and
through other children in the CGP.
One way the participants were able to learn about ornamental plants was through a
display of perennials and annuals in the CGP flower border.

Participants learned plant

nomenclature of annuals and developed an appreciation for ornamental plant displays.
Amy described this aspect of the CGP:
It was part of the program to help in the big flower border around the garden and
learn the names of the flowers, and generally those were annuals. Very pretty,
very colorful, beautiful border.

Specialty lectures gave the participants an opportunity to learn about ornamental plants in
the CGP as well.

Participants could attend lectures that would teach them about

ornamental plants and help them develop an appreciation for such plants.

Rachael

recalled her interest in succulents that originated in a specialty lecture lesson in the CGP:
They had different focuses so one I remember was on sedums and I was very
unimpressed going into it because I thought, I didn’t want to, you can’t pet a
cactus, you know. It’s just not a warm fuzzy kind of thing. But it was
fascinating, because that was when I learned that cacti could bloom and that they
had flowers. Of course, my whole experience was Brooklyn, New York, so I
didn’t know about places where these things were not houseplants that they
actually grew outdoors in states and deserts and on other continents. So it turned
out to be one of the better ones. But I didn’t anticipate I was going to enjoy it.
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Guided tours were another way that participants spoke about learning ornamental plants.
Rachael recalled her introduction to herbs through a guided tour of BBG’s Scent Garden.
By listening, seeing, touching, and smelling during the tour Rachael recalled learning
three particular plants:
Did I know there were things like scented geraniums? To me a geranium was a
red flowering thing. And that was when I learned actually about herbs. I didn’t
know about herbs. But I learned, I remember smelling lavender for the first time,
and I remember smelling thyme.

The children who participated in the CGP shared a vegetable plot with a partner. Besides
the vegetable plots, they also worked in a community plot where the children would
come together after they were done working in their own vegetable plot and tend to the
community plot. The community plot displayed ornamental plants.

Catherine described

how they learned to cultivate ornamental plants:
The community plot, each group had it; I guess it went by age group, say there
were ten kids in my group, that was our age group. They gave us options of what
we wanted to do with the plot, what we wanted to plant, I think we even had an
option to do a rock garden or something. It was more of a display, there were
more flowers and stuff like that.

Participants spoke about learning from the other children in the CGP.

Steven learned

about ornamental plants from other children who worked with the flower border around
BBG’s children’s garden:
I learned about cosmos, learned about violas, learned about those things I
identified at an early age, but I didn't work in them. My brother and older kids
worked with the flowers…but growing your own garden was something, people
felt that growing flowers in a border was important and decorative, and their
growing in relationship to other things; cosmos in back, and baby’s breath in the
front. These things showed that some people considered some things important
that I wasn’t aware of because I lived in the city. Growing things was in the
ability of people if they had the opportunity and the location to do it.

In addition to learning about ornamental plants, alumni participants also recalled garden
activities that taught them about environmental issues.
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Increased awareness of environmental issues
Teaching children in a garden setting provides the opportunity to learn about
environmental issues.
important to the CGP.

The majority of the alumni participants indicated that this was
The alumni participants noted that through experiential activities,

lecture lessons, and making observations and comparisons, their awareness of
environmental issues was increased.
One way that children in the CGP learned about environmental issues was through handson activities.

Thomas described how he participated in cleaning trash out of a stream

activity in the CGP:
One time we cleaned out a little stream that was flowing right near. I remember
that was pretty awesome, getting all this trash and junk and rubbish, and bagging
it up. I thought that was pretty cool.

Participants in the CGP learned how to recycle and make compost. Rachael described
learning to compost and believes participants were taught how to recycle and not be
wasteful:
Nobody knows how garbage be can useful, I remember the compost heap, they
taught us about that…[the child participants] can also know with global warming
that its really important to protect the environment…They taught me about the
little paper Dixie cups, if you cut the bottom out and put a slit in it, you put that
over your zucchini plant or you tomato plant, your cut worms won’t come up.
They showed us how to start seed, they showed us how to fold newspapers and
make a little cup and fill it with earth and that you could plant that. So kids see
how to make use of things that you can recycle, you could save all your Dixie
cups from your desserts and know that they’re going to go to help your garden.
It opens your eyes to think forward, and to not be wasteful.

Other participants observed and made the comparison that the environment inside BBG
was cleaner than what they had observed in their urban Brooklyn environment.

For

example, Patrick described a pond inside BBG:
We’d go to the pond and you could see things, they’re growing there, there’s not
a lot of Pepsi cans in the water, its actually still a pretty clean area.

Making this comparison and the way he noted the clean, trash-free pond inside BBG,
Patrick made an important observation.

He demonstrated that he understood that the
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ponds around his urban environment could be cared for to resemble the healthy pond he
observed in BBG, where living things can grow and the water is clean.
Summary of horticultural knowledge
In conclusion, the first sub-theme of the childhood development and learning experience
theme established that the alumni participants learned horticultural knowledge, including
gardening skills, producing and harvesting vegetables, cultivating ornamental plants, and
increasing their awareness of environmental issues.

Furthermore, the alumni participants

learned how to grow vegetables, flowers, and some herbs.

Participants also gained

satisfaction from learning gardening skills and acquired basic as well as advanced
gardening skills.

Included in the second category from the sub-theme of horticultural

knowledge, alumni participants produced and harvested their own vegetables, where they
learned the true source of vegetable produce and increased their knowledge of vegetables
they could consume.

In the third category, they recalled acquiring skills to cultivate

ornamental plants, while learning to respect cultivated gardens and ornamental plant
displays. Finally, the fourth category revealed that participants increased their awareness
of environmental issues. They learned about recycling, composting, and cleaning up the
environment.
Social Skills
The second sub-theme of the childhood development and learning experience theme
descrbed the development of social skills. To the participants in this study, social skills
were defined as fostering friendships, learning to cooperate with others and learning how
to work as a team.

Children from various communities around Brooklyn were brought

together in one central location, BBG, where the participants could foster friendships by
sharing common interests within the CGP. Working with a partner in the vegetable plots
as well as working in groups in the community plots, alumni participants developed
social skills such as cooperation and teamwork.
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CGP participants were encouraged to develop their social skills by interacting with the
other participants. Catherine described how the social environment in the CGP involved
getting to know new children as a gardening partner and friend:
You made bonds with the children in the group. Most of the time you didn't end
up with somebody that you knew. And they (the CGP) seemed to make an effort
to do that so that you are really mixed in with the other kids…I still remember
my partner, we actually became friends outside of the gardens as well.

The CGP represented a central location, where children from various communities in
Brooklyn could share common interests and find social opportunities.

As one example,

Patrick had gone to a private school as a child and felt like his school environment was
exclusive to meeting children different than him. He explained how the CGP represented
a common ground where he could develop social skills through interactions with other
children from around Brooklyn:
I went to private school, so most of my situations were a bit exclusive. Working
at BBG gave me a chance to interact with kids whom I normally wouldn’t meet
because it was a rather small school. It was nice having this common link to
them. It’s New York, so people don’t continuously appear again and again. So,
meeting these folks and interacting with them was great.

Steven also noted the opportunity in the CGP to interact with children from various
communities in Brooklyn:
There were other kids, from other neighborhoods, and other parts of Brooklyn,
and so I was able to work at the same table with these other kids…we’d come
together from different parts of the city.

The common bond of being involved in the CGP was noted as being important in
overcoming social barriers that are many times present in an adolescent school setting.
Rachael participated in the CGP with some of the children from her school.

Although

they did not socialize in school, once they were at the CGP, they became garden friends:
We were all garden friends. We weren’t necessarily school friends. You went
looking forward to being with your garden friends because you knew that they
shared this interest and this love. Two of the girls who were in my school with
me, we weren’t necessarily that close in school, during the day, we didn’t eat
lunch together or hang out, but we were garden friends. That made it nice, that
you would see someone in the hallway in high school and pass them, and be able
to smile and say ‘see you Saturday.’ It was really nice. Kids have cliques, and if
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you’re not in the click then you don’t get to be with those kids, but somehow the
garden made the click disappear, at least for that day every week.

Alumni participants spoke about working in groups to accomplish certain activities and
make decisions. Catherine described how working together as a group taught them about
the ethics of cooperation and to learn how to function as a team:
It teaches you about working with a partner. You develop a friendship with a
partner, and it teaches you teamwork, working together to make the decision of
your name and what you are going to grow. If some one person is finished, not
sitting around and watching them do their work without chipping in to help the
team. There is definitely an aspect of teamwork and unity in the Children’s
Garden.

Participants had to learn how to reach a consensus about decisions that involved the
vegetable garden. Rachael explained how learning to reach a consensus also taught them
about cooperation:
It certainly teaches you cooperation because when I was doing it you didn’t just
have your own plot you had to share it with others. So you had to learn how to
reach a consensus, on what you were going to plant, who was going to take
ownership over which parts. There was very much the support of a team, rather
than individuals striking out alone

It was challenging for some participants to incorporate other children’s ideas. They had
to learn to accept other participants’ ideas and realize that their idea was not the only one.
Though educational, Thomas did not like this aspect of the program when he was a
participant in the CGP:
Well, I guess, especially as a young child, I didn’t like having to put up with
somebody else’s ideas about gardening when you were working with a partner.
It was like, but I like my idea better, I mean, that’s just being a little kid.

Learning how to work in a group with other kids was essential to being successful in the
CGP. Patrick described that this aspect of the program was critical to their involvement
in the CGP:
It was a maturing process for me. There was a lot more interaction and there was
certain behavior that you’d have to learn to get along with a lot of different folks
in order to make it through.
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Alumni participants spoke about learning to work as a team and cooperate with others in
order to accomplish their garden tasks and goals.

Steven recalled an experience that

taught him the importance of cooperation in achieving a goal:
You had to wash your vegetables in a large sink, there was a little tool house, you
did it with other people, and you had to get along with other people about how
much water should run out of the faucet and how much water should be in the
bowl. All of those are pretty good lessons that teach you to get along with other
people.

The alumni participants spoke about interacting with other children in the social skills
sub-theme. In order to reach their goals and complete tasks in the CGP, the participants
had to learn how to work as a team, where they worked cooperatively to make decisions,
come to a consensus, and incorporate each other’s ideas.
For some participants, they recognized the social aspect in the CGP but did not
emphasize it as the most prominent feature.

Thomas felt the social opportunities in the

CGP was important, but stated that it was not his most valued aspect of the program:
The social aspect was kind of nice. It was nice seeing other kids, work with
them, but to me that wasn’t the biggest part. The biggest part was just getting out
there, getting dirty, and playing in the garden, watching things grow and
sometimes we go to help weed other areas in the garden.

Summary of social skills
In conclusion, the second sub-theme of the childhood development and learning
experience theme established that the alumni participants developed social skills through
their participation in the CGP.

The CGP represented a place that the six adult alumni

interacted with children from various communities in Brooklyn, as well as a place that
they shared common interests, resulting in the development of friendships and
strengthening other social skills, such as cooperation and teamwork. In order to complete
tasks in the CGP, the participants had to work as a team, where they learned how to work
cooperatively to make decisions, come to a consensus, and incorporate each other’s ideas.
Cultural Awareness
The third sub-theme of the childhood development and learning experience theme was
cultural awareness. It is important for a child to develop a sense that there are different
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people in the world and to learn how to interact with them. The CGP was a place that
diversity was present because of the various racial and ethnic groups within Brooklyn,
New York.
Participants became aware of different cultures by interacting with participants from
diverse cultural backgrounds. Patrick learned to interact with people outside of his own
race through his experience in the CGP:
I learned to deal with folks, the give and take of growing up, of dealing with
people that were different than myself. I think the vast majority of them were
black, the instructors were white, but that was probably my first interaction with
people outside of my race.

Cultural awareness was also introduced to the CGP participants through opportunities
where they could discuss their cultural background with their garden friends.

Steven

recalled a meeting where they talked about one of their fellow gardeners leaving for
Israel:
To this day I recall something that comes to mind quite frequently. Brooklyn had
many ethnic and racial groups, and I remember one time Ms. Shaw at that
Saturday morning meeting in the auditorium announcing that we're going to lose
a gardener. She and her family were going over to pioneer in Israel. Now this
was quite likely 1936 or 1937, and I was quite naive in a sense as a person seven
years old of people going off and pioneering in Israel. That remains with me,
you know, I wonder what happened to that person.

The CGP also used the setting of BBG to introduce cultural garden designs.

Rachael

remembered learning about Japanese culture through a tour in the Japanese Garden:
They would tour the Japanese Garden. I remember the koi, that was the first time
I had seen that kind of big goldfish. And I remember we spent a lot of time in
that garden and I remember, oh I remember we giggled in the class so much
when we were doing the pebble garden. They have rocks and pebbles that you
rake into a certain pattern in the Japanese Garden, and we kids just thought that
was probably the funniest thing in the entire world. That somebody would have
a garden that had no plants in it, that it was just rocks and pebbles. And, you
know, kids don’t know about meditation and kids aren’t aware of the calm and
serenity [of a Japanese Garden], and I remember we just giggled. It just struck us
as the funniest thing in the world.
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The CGP also used the vegetables that were produced in the garden to stimulate cultural
awareness.

Catherine discussed her interaction with children from Chinatown and how

the CGP incorporated the Chinese culture into the CGP by the vegetables they grew:
There was diversity in the garden. There were Asian kids involved, and we did a
lot of planting to try and put in fruits and vegetables that would be native to
China or Asia. So, we’d have like bokchoy and different things like that. They
tried to incorporate the diversity even in what we planted.

Summary of cultural awareness
In conclusion, the third sub-theme of the childhood development and learning experience
theme was cultural awareness.

Cultural awareness was increased in the CGP through

opportunities to interact with children from diverse cultures.

Participants learned to

interact with children of cultural backgrounds different from their own.

They discussed

their cultural backgrounds with each other and learned that the world is made up of many
different people.

They were also introduced to different cultures through ethnic

vegetables that were grown in the garden plots where they found opportunities to discuss
the origin of the vegetables, such as kohlrabi and bokchoy.
Personal Development
Apart

from

participants

in

BBG’s

CGP

gaining

horticultural

knowledge

and

strengthening social skills and cultural awareness, the fourth sub-theme of the childhood
development and learning experience theme was personal development.

Through their

experience in the CGP, alumni participants were able to develop various dimensions of
their personal self.

The six alumni participants of this study developed independence,

self-discipline, responsibility, and self-esteem.

These dimensions are treated separately

and presented in four separate categories.
Independence
To participants in this study, independence meant having the freedom to become selfreliant.

According to a majority of the alumni participants, the CGP gave them the

opportunity to explore themselves independently from guidelines that might be set in
other situations, such as in school or family environments. By exploring a garden setting
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without strict regulations, making personal choices, separating from their families, and
learning to be self-reliant by growing a vegetable garden, the CGP gave them an
opportunity to function independently from molds that might be otherwise impressed
upon them.
In an informal learning environment like the CGP, instructors can relax the rules.
Through the freedom given to participants in the CGP, participants experienced
independence.

Patrick noted how the CGP was not as structured as his school

environment:
After a while I got used to the routine, we’re doing this every Saturday, we’re
gardening, but I’d get to hang out around the pond and see the Koi …there were
rules and regulations, but it’s not as strict as a regular school day. I disliked that
it ended because leaving the [CGP] meant school would start and I’d have to go
back to that.

Participants were encouraged to explore nature on their own terms in the CGP, an
opportunity that wasn’t available in their urban environments. Thomas explained how he
was free to explore his passion for getting dirty in the CGP:
I loved playing in the dirt when I was a little kid. I mean, just liking to get dirty
and nasty and muddy and getting dirt under my fingernails. Plus we didn’t have
much opportunity for that at home and my family thought cleanliness was
wonderful and I didn’t, you know. So, it was nice to get dirty.

Catherine also noted the freedom that the CGP gave its participants to play in the dirt:
I remember coming home a lot, sounds bazaare but, we were just very excited to
be able to have been that dirty, and we were independent at it. It wasn't
something like a parent was overseeing you. You were on your own, with the
counselor of course, but, it was something independent of what your family was
doing. You were having a good time and you were allowed to be dirty. There
was a kind of freedom in it too.

Being able to make choices, such as choosing plants for the CGP garden, was another
way that participants experienced independence.

Participants compared the gardening

environment in the CGP with the gardening they did with their families. They found that
the CGP encouraged them to think more independently and make more choices than their
family’s pre-planned landscapes.

Catherine explained while growing up she had done

some gardening with her parents in their backyard. She felt that her family’s garden was
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a “grown-up space,” and “you weren't as free to just choose your own stuff to grow” as
you were in the CGP.
Being involved in something separate from their family also contributed to their
development of independence. Catherine relied on herself to walk to and from the garden
on her own or with her garden friends. Patrick noted that it was nice to have a break from
his parents, and Rachael felt special to be taken through the parts of BBG on CGP tours
that “my parents only heard about.” All of these activities occurred without their parents,
where the participants could develop a sense of what it meant to become independent.
Learning to be independent also involved a sense of being self-reliant. Rachael explained
that knowing how to grow a vegetable garden made her feel like she could rely on
herself:
For my family, my mom would always talk about WWII and how people had
victory gardens. So having a sense that you can feed yourself if you’re poor is
also important. And a lot of the kids in the urban environment are from
impoverished homes. We were not impoverished, but we were poor. And it just
showed me that there were things I could do to make my life better.

Steven also felt like he could depend on himself to provide vegetables for his home:
Buying vegetables is not a big component of anyone's budget, but growing them
gives you a sense of self-reliance. Why should we buy lettuce from [another
country] when we can wait a couple of months and grow it ourselves?

Self-discipline
Another personal dimension that alumni participants felt the CGP helped develop was
self-discipline. To the participants of this study, self-discipline meant self-control and the
ability to accomplish tasks in a timely manner.

Through the order and procedure of

activities as well as the incentives featured in the CGP, both Patrick and Steven stated
that self-discipline was a personal dimension that they developed in the CGP.
Participants were given tasks in the CGP which required discipline to complete. Patrick
learned self-discipline through the order and procedure of the garden chores assigned in
the CGP:
I liked the order of the garden, learning discipline, and learning how to do things
that weren’t always that much fun in order to gain the achieved goal…I
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remember we would weed. I think there was a discussion before we began and
then we’d return to the plots. And I knew this wasn’t going to go on all day and
so we’d go to the plots, and you see things grow, you see new insects, you see the
vegetables, and you start weeding or doing whatever task you were assigned to
that day.

Through the CGP vegetable garden, participants learned self-control, how to be patient
and diligent, and to complete tasks in an orderly manner. The vegetables that they could
take home and eat became an incentive for participants to learn self-discipline. The selfdiscipline needed to produce a garden was reinforced for Steven when he saw the
successful results of his efforts:
The procedural quality of the Children's Garden taught me procedure...the
discipline of cleanliness, the discipline of putting seeds into flats so to have them
develop in the spring so that they could be transplanted in an orderly manner in
the garden so that they are cared for and you get a reward, you get vegetables and
fruits to harvest at the tail-end of your efforts.

Responsibility
The CGP provided opportunities for participants to develop the personal dimension of
responsibility.

To the participants of this study, responsibility meant being dependable,

reliable, and being able to distinguish between right and wrong.

Through the

responsibility involved in tending to the CGP vegetable garden, becoming a junior
instructor, and taking care of the CGP tools, participants developed a sense of
responsibility.
Learning abilities of different age groups in the CGP were taken into consideration when
organizing activities.

The amount of responsibility given in tending community plots in

the vegetable garden depended on certain age groups’ abilities. As participants became
older in age, they were assigned a larger plot and could use more plants.

Catherine

described the increasing responsibility of the community plots:
It got more complicated [in the CGP] the older you got. With the little kids we
just planted things that didn’t need a lot of care and then when you get older they
give you more extravagant plants, and it (the garden plot) was bigger, so you had
to use more plants to fill it up, and it needed more care.

Junior instructors are responsible for assisting CGP Instructors.

Thomas explained how

he gained responsibility from his experience as a junior instructor in the CGP:
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At the time, as a young teenager, you don’t have a whole lot of responsibilities.
Its nice to feel like you’re doing something useful and helping out, and just
acquiring general responsibility.

Alumni participants spoke about the tools used in the CGP and how they were
responsible for cleaning and oiling them after every use.

Catherine explained how the

CGP instructors reinforced responsibility in cleaning the CGP tools properly:
They made a big deal about teaching you how to clean [the tools]. It was a big
deal if you wanted to return your tool, if it had a speck of dirt on it, they sent you
back with it. Nothing that would sound like a slave driver, but they really wanted
to instill in you the importance of treating the tools well. So, you go into the
little house and they give you an oily rag and you have to clean your tool and
then give it back. If they don’t like how you cleaned it you do it again to make
sure they were clean.

Steven recalled how important it was that the CGP participants be responsible for their
gardening tools:
It taught me a sense of responsibility for my own tools. These two ladies, Ms.
Shaw and Ms. Miner, and there was the third lady, were very, very careful in
showing and inspecting that the hoes, and the rakes, which were all small, our
size, and hand tools were all to be cleaned of dirt and oiled. And they were very,
very careful about that.

Self-esteem
Self-esteem was another personal dimension that participants developed in the CGP. To
the participants of this study, self-esteem meant to believe and have pride in one’s self, as
well as gaining a sense of self worth that they were contributing to the well-being of
others. By making friends, being acknowledged for their efforts, feeling proud to harvest
their vegetables, and feeling special just to be involved in the CGP, the participants
developed confidence in themselves, and were able to build their self-esteem.
Participants spoke about how their experiences in the CGP challenged them to confront
their self-esteem.

Catherine described how Planting Day, a special day reserved in the

garden to celebrate the first day of planting made her feel self-conscious and nervous:
[Planting Day] was an exciting thing because they built it up a lot. So, I
remember being excited, and also almost a little nervous, because it was such a
big deal that parents would be watching and stuff like that. I guess most kids
really wouldn’t care, but I was a kinda self-conscious growing up, so I was a
little nervous about what was expected.
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Catherine continued to note that being involved in the CGP helps children build selfesteem by creating an environment where participants could learn about themselves and
facilitate friendships:
Kids have a lot of problems with self-esteem, so I feel like [the CGP] is a good
place to learn about yourself. It's a good place to make friends, which will also
help you feel good about yourself.

Whether it was bringing the vegetables home or the medals that participants won for their
accomplishments in the garden, participants noted that rewards were significant to the
development of their self-esteem. Amy had participated in a photography class where a
photograph she had taken was chosen to be put on display in one of the visitor centers:
See, they had other opportunities there and I took a photography class. This fella
took us around and had us photograph things. I just had this box camera, you
know, you could make anything out of a cardboard box. But, somehow I lucked
into taking a nice picture that was exhibited and everything.

She felt proud, and never forgot that her photograph was chosen to be displayed at BBG.
Activities in the CGP made the participants feel special and in turn helped develop their
self-esteem. Rachael described how she felt special when a CGP class on bonsai took
BBG’s bonsai tree collection out from their glass holding cases for the participants to
touch and feel:
Well I remember we all knew that this was an extraordinary gift, that it made us
all feel very special because we were holding something that everyone else only
saw through a glass case…this was probably a very healthy, positive way to
allow kids to be different from their peers and more special than their peers
without breaking into banks or doing terrible things that you’re not supposed to
do.

Growing and harvesting one’s own vegetables was another way the CGP helped develop
self-esteem in its participants.

Many of the alumni participants mentioned feeling proud

and excited to harvest the vegetables they grew in the CGP.
Thomas expressed the pride and excitement he felt when he pulled out a radish that he
had grown, “The pride of pulling out a radish and say, whoa, I grew that radish!”
Steven said he “was always pleased in harvesting tomatoes.”
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The pride of harvesting their own vegetables helped participants believe in themselves
and strengthen their self-esteem. Rachael explained that she believes every child should
experience the pride of growing a vegetable garden and harvesting its produce:
Not to have a garden available to a kid is a crime. Not to be able to eat a real
potato out of the ground, they taste so different, and the pride that people take
when they’re pulling a radish out that they grew.

Simply being a participant in the CGP also fostered a sense of pride and built self-esteem.
Catherine described how proud she felt just to be involved in the program:
I remember there was a big bush in the front. I had been in the gardens before
and I remember seeing people look over the bush and look at kids in the garden.
I knew older kids who had gone there, like friends from the neighborhood. So it
was like a big deal to be on the other side of the fence and the bushes, because
people are now watching you garden. So, it was like a real sense of pride in the
garden.

To the participants in this study, self-worth was another way that they gained self-esteem.
Self-worth related to activities that contributed to the well-being of others. By bringing
vegetables home to use in meals, visiting BBG with their family, and applying lessons of
horticultural knowledge to chores at home, participants contributed to their family’s
general well-being and in turn boosted their self-esteem.
Alumni participants recalled feeling good about bringing vegetables home from the CGP
and contributing towards the good of the family. Amy grew up in Brooklyn during the
late Thirties. She felt proud to bring her produce home, which was a big contribution to
her family:
See we’re going back into the late Thirties when people still, the housewife
didn’t work and during the day she went around to the vegetable store and the
dairy store, and then the butcher and then the baker you see? Man, it took all
day. So, bringing the vegetables home like that was really a big help, it cut out
one of the steps.

Alumni participants recalled bringing their harvest home and using the produce for a
family dinner.

Steven remembered how his family admired him for the veggies that he

would bring home and how he felt good about contributing to the family’s meals:
I remember bringing it home and bringing it into the kitchen and my mother or
sisters would prepare it. I think my parents would perhaps admire the tomatoes,
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admire the things that I’d brought home, so in that sense I got rewarded by
approval, admiration for what I’d done.

Other experiences that helped CGP participants develop self-esteem and self-worth
involved taking their parents to BBG. Rachael explained that she would take her parents
to the garden and proudly show them what she had learned:
It was always a wonderful treat. I remember after having that bonsai class,
taking my parents to the bonsai collection, and being able to point to the ones and
say, well that’s the oldest one in the collection, and being able to repeat to them
as if I were a docent in the Gardens.

Knowledge gained from lessons in the CGP also heightened self-esteem in its participants
because they could use the lessons at home.

Catherine found that after learning

horticultural knowledge in the program she felt good that she could help her family in
their gardening chores:
I guess I kind of helped a little [in my parents backyard], but I really wasn't
involved in it, like major. And then after doing the Children's Garden, I got more
interested in working in the backyard with my parents.

Summary of personal development
In conclusion, the fourth sub-theme of personal development from the childhood
development and learning experience theme established that the alumni participants
developed different dimensions of their personal self, including independence, selfdiscipline, responsibility, and self-esteem.

Independence was experienced by the alumni

participants when they walked to the CGP on their own, made decisions, and were able to
explore in the CGP without strict regulations.

Participants recognized that they learned

self-discipline from the order and procedure of activities and that discipline was
reinforced by incentives, such as seeing the results of their efforts.

They developed

responsible habits through being involved in tending to the CGP vegetable garden,
becoming a junior instructor, and taking care of the CGP tools.

Alumni participants

developed self-esteem through being rewarded for their efforts, feeling special to be
involved in the CGP, and feeling proud to harvest their vegetables.

Lastly, the alumni

participants gained self-esteem from opportunities to contribute to the well-being of
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others, such as bringing vegetables home to use in meals, visiting BBG with their family,
and applying lessons of horticultural knowledge to chores at home.
Summary of Childhood Development and Learning Experiences
Childhood development and learning experience is the first major theme presented in
chapter four.

This theme presented four sub-themes that documented the childhood

development learning experiences of participants in the CGP which included (1)
horticultural knowledge, (2) social skills, (3) cultural awareness, and (4) personal
development.

The horticultural knowledge that was recalled included gardening skills,

producing and harvesting vegetables, cultivating ornamental plants, and increased
awareness of environmental issues. The social skills sub-theme showed that social skills
of participants were strengthened by interacting with children from various parts of
Brooklyn, where the CGP provided a common ground to develop friendships.

The

cultural awareness sub-theme showed that participants became more aware of diverse
cultures, through the diversity of the child participants as well as the plants that they grew
to represent different cultures.

The personal development sub-theme showed how CGP

participants were able to strengthen their independence, self-discipline, responsibility,
and self-esteem.

In conclusion, these four sub-themes represent the childhood

development and learning experiences described by the six alumni participants of this
study.

The second significant theme from chapter four is BBG’s CGP impact on

adulthood.

BBG’S CGP Impact on Adulthood
The second theme that emerged from the alumni participants interview data describes
how they believed their experiences in BBG’s CGP impacted their adult lives.
Participants described experiences from the CGP that they apply to their current hobbies
and careers.

They also described how their experiences were significant and positive

enough that it has been important to them to share the CGP experience with family and
friends.

Participants also acknowledged their current appreciation for nature, which they

believed they gained from their CGP experience. This section presents four sub-themes
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of the CGP impact on adulthood theme, which includes hobbies, career, sharing the CGP
experience, and appreciation for nature.
Hobbies
The first sub-theme of the CGP impact on adulthood is hobbies. To the participants in
this study, a hobby was generally defined as an interest to which they gave their spare
time. The hobbies theme was broken into three categories that describe how the alumni
participants of this study spent their spare time, which included gardening, cooking, and
supporting community horticulture programs.
Gardening
As a result of their experiences in the CGP, alumni participants continued to garden as
adults in their spare time.

Participants identified the CGP as the reason they have

confidence in their adult gardening skills, a high regard for gardening, and a desire to
surround their living spaces with plants.
Patrick noted that he has applied the gardening skills he learned in the CGP and feels
good about his gardening abilities:
I use skills that I learned there, like, we were replanting a dining hall on an air
station down in North Carolina and it was great to actually know something
about it… I can still go out and [practice horticulture]. I mean, I’d have to read
up a little bit, but I have confidence in my ability, at least my horticulture, after
taking classes there.

Alumni participants learned basic and advanced gardening skills, how to produce and
harvest vegetables, and to cultivate ornamental plants in the CGP and have continued to
apply this horticultural knowledge to their adult gardening hobby. For example, Rachael
presently has about six acres of land and she has planted all of the plants that are present
on her property, built a water garden, created raised beds for more planting space, and has
managed a 20’x 200’ vegetable garden. She enthusiastically described all the lessons she
had learned in the CGP and how she has put them to use in her own gardens. Her
horticultural terminology and knowledge was quite impressive and when asked about it,
she replied:
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I learned it from the Gardens, all from the Gardens. Absolutely, the Brooklyn
Botanic Gardens.

Alumni participants talked about how their positive experiences in the CGP gave them an
immense respect for gardening and fostered their passion for wanting to garden.
Catherine explained the positive impact of the CGP on her gardening desire:
I still live in the city, but [the CGP] has made me want to have a garden more.
I've been more interested in seeing that that's something I have in my life. Like I
have plants in the house. I have more of a respect for it in wanting to keep a
garden going.

The participants also talked about their desire to surround their living spaces with plants
and that this desire was instilled through the CGP. Whether they lived in an apartment
with only a patio, or they lived in a house with large acreage, participants felt strongly
about including plants in their lives.

According to Thomas, he and his family have

always had a garden:
Anywhere we’ve lived, and we’ve lived in several places, we’ve always had
vegetable gardens, flower gardens, planted trees, you know, all the time.

Participants who lived in an apartment found that having a garden was challenging, but
still used containers to keep a garden on their patio. After the CGP, when Rachael was
on her own, she moved into an apartment where the only outside space was a small
terrace. She described how determined she was to make it a garden space:
I had a terrace that was four feet deep and maybe 6 or 7 feet long, and that
became my garden. I bought pots and earth and I even planted peanuts to try to
grow peanuts. We would always have Johnny Jump Ups and pansies in flower
boxes on the railings. I grew cherry tomatoes in pots, which I knew how to do
square foot gardening from the Gardens (BBG’s CGP). And we had lettuce on
the terrace and we had radishes, I had to have my radishes.

Cooking
Cooking activities in the CGP gave participants opportunities to learn how to use the
veggies from their gardens. According to Patrick, he was introduced to cooking in the
CGP when they showed him different ways to use the vegetables he grew.

Patrick

described how he learned to cook by experimenting with the vegetables that he brought
home from the CGP. He continues to enjoy his cooking hobby as an adult:
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I enjoy cooking vegetables, I enjoy salads, I enjoy doing different things with
vegetables. Because, I remember we’d come home with huge crops, because my
brother was also there, so there would be twice as much. We had to figure out
what to do with this stuff. So we had to be pretty creative in that time period.
I’m sure it brought on a lot more questions, because you had to try and figure out,
what do you do with rhubarb? I had heard about rhubarb pie, but I had to take a
trip to the library to read up on it.

Patrick went on later in his life to be a professional cook. He cooked in the military and
then professionally for four years. He now enjoys cooking only in his spare time.
Supporting community gardening programs
Positive experiences in the CGP have influenced the six alumni participants to remain
supportive of BBG and to join and support other local plant societies and community
gardening programs.
A majority of the alumni participants in this study continue to support BBG in various
ways. They keep abreast of current events at BBG by talking to family who still live in
Brooklyn and are members of BBG, or they are members of BBG themselves. Steven is
a member of BBG and feels that it is important to support BBG so that the CGP can
continue:
I think it was an idyllic kind of world that Miss Shaw and Miss Miner created
there for these kids and it’d be great if it were continued. So, in my little way I
support it, not in a big way, but its reinvesting in a program that I admire. I think
it’s a super program.

Alumni participants have supported other local community gardening programs in their
adult lives.

Steven was involved with community gardening programs in his local

community:
We have I think three substantial community gardens that my wife and I used to
work with. But I get a heavy dose of hay fever because ragweed grows in the
area, and so the ragweed came up at the same time as the harvest, so we gave up
on that. But there are community gardens in this area and some of them are quite
good that we’ve gotten involved in.

Steven also mentioned being interested in supporting his local botanical society who is
looking into building a community garden on an old burned down factory site. He would
like to support the botanical society in their endeavor because he relates it to how BBG
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was conceived and came to be such an aesthetically pleasing part of the Brooklyn
community:
Oddly enough a big factory here in town burned down about three years ago and
I noticed at the Connecticut Horticultural show a couple weeks ago that there is a
group trying to be formed to buy that property to make a Hartford Botanical
Garden, I haven’t had time to pursue it, but it would be grand if they would do
that. As I understand BBG was built on an old dump, they fixed it up, and they
refurbished it. So the Hartford Botanical Society can take an old burned out
factory site and perhaps make it quite pretty too.

Alumni participants that still live in Brooklyn have continued to utilize BBG for its
educational opportunities.

Living in Brooklyn, Catherine finds many opportunities at

BBG. As a teacher, she has taken courses at BBG for teachers and has taken her students
to BBG for field trips:
I took a course in the Botanic Gardens this past year, which was nice. Living
near the gardens and going has really kept it pretty current in my life. And no
matter what, even though I'm not in the Children's Garden I still try to get
involved there a little when I can and bring the kids when I can. I try to pass [my
experience] on.

Summary of hobbies
The first sub-theme of impact on adulthood presents hobbies that were influenced by the
CGP childhood experiences of the six alumni participants.

Alumni participants spend

their spare time gardening, cooking, and supporting community gardening programs.
These hobbies were developed after the CGP, where a majority of the alumni participants
attribute the source of their hobby influence directly to their experiences in the CGP. All
alumni participants emphasized learning horticultural knowledge through the CGP and
now emphasize that they garden as a hobby in adulthood. Cooking was also a hobby that
participants still enjoy as a result of their experience with cooking activities as a child
participant of the CGP. Supporting community gardening programs can be attributed to
the positive experience of being involved in a gardening program, like the CGP.

The

second sub theme of the program impact on adulthood explores how the participants used
their experience at the CGP to enhance their careers.
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Career Influence
Alumni participants acknowledged that their CGP experience influenced their career
choice or enhanced skills needed for their career. The CGP experience even helped one
alumnus focus his studies in college.
One participant used his experience in the CGP to help make his career choice. Thomas
was a junior instructor for the last two years of his experience in the CGP. He is now a
ranger for one of Tennessee’s State Parks. He teaches over 30,000 school children a year
about resource education and conservation.

Thomas believed that his experience as a

junior instructor was one of his first positive experiences working with children and
fostered his interest in wanting to work professionally with children:
Since I did get to work as a [junior instructor], where we help the younger kids
do things, I’m sure that was one of the experiences that gave me a chance to
work with younger children and enjoy it.

Two participants also acknowledged that their CGP experience enhanced their career
skills. Thomas found that his experience in the CGP has given him a good background in
environmental education for use in his current career:
A lot of the cute little things they (the CGP) taught us about gardening education
I still use now when I’m working with school children. As far as resource
management, of course, the basics of botany, which they taught us there, really
helped me a lot. As a resource manager I’ve got to deal with all aspects of the
environment from the cultural history to the flora and fauna, all aspects, soil
erosion and weather management, weather planning and trail maintenance and all
that. And a big part of that is, of course, the botany side of things. And so what
they taught us there, I mean, obviously we didn’t get into the complexities of
what I’m working my job now, but it’s nice to have that background.

Thomas’ positive experience in the CGP gave him insight to how he should approach
teaching children about nature. He explained how he had fun in the learning environment
in the CGP and approaches teaching his students in the same way so that they have fun as
well:
Well I think professionally, so many ideas that we had there have really helped
me in planning how to work with children cause I knew what I thought was fun
and I saw what other kids thought was fun.
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Teachers are always looking for new ways to approach children in their lessons.
Catherine is a conflict resolution teacher for pre K through 5th grades. She explained that
she was teaching her students about designing their own school garden and that her
experience in the CGP gave her the idea to connect her lessons to BBG:
I'm a teacher, so, we do a program in the school where we do what they call
applied learning where the kids kind of pick something they want to do out of a
category and they follow it through. Last year, my class did a garden as their
thing. So that gave me the inspiration and I took them on the trip to the Garden
(BBG). We planned, like we looked at the different designs of the Gardens they
have there. We went to the Children's Garden, we went to the Rock Garden, the
Japanese Garden, and that kind of thing. And then we used that to plan what we
were going to do in our own garden…[It is] all connected to the garden, that's
where the interest has come from. All my experiences, I've felt that it worked, it
was nice for me, and so, I really try to push other people to get involved.

Another way that alumni participants said they were influenced by their experience in the
CGP was in their decisions about their choice of study in college. Patrick is a graduate
student in psychology and attributes his choice of study to his interest in natural science,
learned as a child in the CGP:
I remember taking tadpoles from the pond and watching frogs grow up. So, it
did give me an interest in Biology. Looking back at it now, it was probably one
of my first times of actually getting to do biology. There was horticulture, we
got to deal with insects, I believe it was a horse burial ground at one time…I’m
in graduate school in the department of Psychology now, as close to the natural
science side of it as I could get into.

Summary of career influence
The second sub-theme of the CGP impact on adulthood described how the six alumni
participants used their CGP childhood learning experience to enhance their careers.
Catherine used her knowledge from the CGP to develop a school garden. Thomas used
lessons that he learned in the CGP to teach children about nature and the environment of
a Tennessee State Park. He also felt that his experience as a junior instructor in the CGP
encouraged his career path. Lastly, Patrick learned about natural science at the CGP and
attributes his interest in the natural science side of Psychology to the CGP. Another sub
theme of the CGP impact on adulthood presents how the six alumni participants of this
study shared the CGP experience.
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Sharing the CGP Experience
Alumni participants felt that their CGP experience had a positive impact on their
adulthood and as a result like to share their experiences with others.

By encouraging

other children to get involved in the CGP and providing their own children with
opportunities to garden, the alumni participants have shared their CGP experiences with
others.
One participant spoke about encouraging other children to get involved in the CGP.
Catherine encouraged the students where she teaches to get involved with the CGP
because she believed that it provided her opportunities for developing self-esteem,
horticultural knowledge, and the development of social skills:
I've tried to encourage my students to join because the way you pay is very
reasonable for kids in an urban setting. And even more so I think they'll get out
of it the aspect of what it means to have a garden because the kids that I work
with in New York don't have gardens at all. They live in buildings not even with
a little patch of anything. So, I think they'd enjoy it. I think that bringing home
the food would be helpful for the families even, which is a kind of a side thing,
but it's actually pretty important for kids who don't have that opportunity, cause I
work with a pretty impoverished community. Kids have a lot of problems with
self-esteem too, so I feel like it's a good place to learn about yourself. It's a good
place to make friends, which will also help you feel good about yourself. So I've
really encouraged other people to go.

Alumni participants also spoke about how they wanted their own children to experience
having a garden of their own just like they did as a participant in the CGP. Rachael has
encouraged her children to learn about nature much the same way she learned in the
CGP, by providing them with their own garden plots:
They have always had a spot in our family garden. They got to pick what they
planted, and they were little, so we had small sized tools for them and their own
little watering cans. So they’ve always had their own gardens, and they’ve
always had their own plants that they took care of.

Thomas and his wife have six children.

In their backyard they have six plots for the

children to explore nature, based on the same principles that he learned in the CGP:
I remember one thing I still use on my own children. I’ve got 6 kids, and they
have their own little gardens in our back yard and they do the same thing as I did
[in the CGP]. They take the two sticks and the string, which was a simple trick
they showed us in the CGP to get a straight row. I might tell them, hey, you
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know, really that place is too small for pumpkins, but if you want to try it, go for
it. Or, like the climate here isn’t quite right for rice, but one of the kids wanted to
try rice, didn’t work, but she learned that way.

Sharing their experiences from the CGP influenced the participants’ own children to
appreciate the outdoors.

Rachael believed she has passed her love of nature and her

passion to be in the country surrounded by green space onto her children. She described
how one daughter lives in the city and needs to escape her urban environment:
She finds that she has to take herself out of the city in order to survive. So that
part of me, the apple didn’t fall far from the tree, you know. She needs to be
some place like this (her home in the country).

Sharing the CGP experience was important to all of the participants.

Patrick does not

have children, but explained that one day he would encourage his children to get involved
in the CGP because it was a positive experience for him and the lessons that are taught in
the CGP are important for any child to learn:
I liked it. I thought it was a fairly good program, I mean, when I have kids I’d
probably enroll them in the same program if I’m still in the city… It seems to be
a rather caring environment, it was science, it was a break from the norm, it was
purposeful, real skills that I could apply later on, like growing in my own garden.

Summary of sharing the CGP experience
Alumni participants of this study felt it was important to share their CGP experience with
school children and their own children because they felt it was positive.

Alumni

participants encouraged children to get involved with the CGP. At home, they provided
their own children with small garden plots similar to those in the CGP where they could
learn about nature. Even Patrick, who does not have children, commented that one day
he would encourage his children to participate in the CGP because of his positive
learning experiences. Appreciation for nature was another sub-theme of the CGP impact
on adulthood that was found in this study.
Appreciation for Nature
The fourth and final sub-theme of the CGP impact on adulthood is appreciation for
nature. A majority of the participants stated that the CGP fostered their appreciation for
gardening. By allowing them to explore the outdoors and introducing them to nature, the
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alumni participants developed an appreciation for nature that they have carried on into
their adult lives.
Thomas felt that his appreciation for nature was something that was nurtured in the CGP.
He indicated that he developed a love for nature very early in life, almost like he was
born with it. Exploring his interests in the CGP, it became evident that it allowed him to
enhance his love for the outdoors. He explained that experiencing the CGP in the New
York city environment enhanced his love for nature and his responsibility to preserve it:
Growing up in New York in the city in some ways gives you even more
appreciation for the delicacy and the importance of preserving natural resources
because you see how easily things are destroyed and then you come to other
places, like BBG and say, whoa, cool, look at all that awesome stuff. I want to
do something to preserve nature too.

Learning about nature in the CGP was a first-time experience for some alumni
participants. Patrick attributed his appreciation for nature to his experiences in the CGP:
I really like the outdoors. The children’s garden (the CGP) was the first time I
worked in the outdoors, so, the fact that I continue to like the outdoors is
probably a result of being there.

Alumni participants attribute their appreciation of nature to their experience in the CGP
and as a result continue to incorporate activities in nature into their lives. Amy explained
that her experience in the CGP encouraged her to notice nature and enjoy a vegetable
garden with her family:
Well its given me an appreciation for growing things and a love for growing
things and a love for nature and wandering out into the woods and so forth. I
think it did influence that. After those garden years we moved to a house in
Connecticut, which had a lot of land around it and a pond and woods and so
forth, and I really enjoyed that. We also had a garden there, a victory garden.

Steven talked about the joy that he and his wife encounter when working outside in their
garden and how they enjoy going to local markets and buying fresh produce which is a
reminder to what he grew in his CGP vegetable garden. He talked about being excited to
find Swiss chard and great peaches that were grown in that area. His appreciation for
such things was evident in the enthusiasm in his voice during his interview.
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Catherine’s dream was to live in a house in the country. She attributes this dream and her
appreciation of nature to her experience in the CGP:
The CGP taught me to dream, that it would be okay to think about the
possibilities of getting out of an urban ghetto.

Her appreciation of nature was overwhelming in our conservation. She talked about her
love of the country, her therapeutic work in her gardens around her home, her butterflies
and her deer that made a salad out of her pansies and Hostas, and the possum she named
Sam, that comes to visit for the banana that she lays out for him, and the squirrels that eat
the peanuts that she lays out, and the chipmunks in the woodpile, and how cities were so
hard to live in and how she is “living the dream” that she lives in the country.
Currently living in Brooklyn, Catherine appreciates the setting of the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden, where she goes to relax in the outdoors and watch the children in the children’s
garden working on their plant beds.
Summary of appreciation for nature
All alumni participants of this study learned and worked in the outdoor setting of the
CGP.

As adults, the participants acknowledge that their CGP experience helped foster

their love for nature and the outdoors.
Summary of BBG’S CGP Impact on Adulthood
The second theme, BBG’s CGP impact on adulthood, presented four sub-themes
including hobbies, career influence, sharing the CGP experience, and appreciation for
nature.

Alumni participants spend their spare time in hobbies such as gardening,

cooking, and supporting community gardening programs.

They have used ideas and

knowledge gained through the CGP to enhance skills needed in their careers as well as to
guide their college major and career choice. In sharing the CGP experience, the alumni
participants felt that their childhood learning experiences at the CGP were so positive that
they have encouraged others to join the program or have provided family garden plots for
their own children to explore gardening.

Finally, the six alumni participants have an

enhanced appreciation for nature due to their experience in the CGP.
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The Meaning of the Children’s Gardening Program and Brooklyn
Botanic Garden
The third major theme that emerged from this study’s interview data was how the alumni
made meaning out of their BBG’S CGP experience. The alumni reflected on aspects of
the CGP where they described the CGP staff, characteristics of the CGP, and being a
CGP participant.

They also reflected on aspects of BBG, where they described being

exposed to a public garden, how BBG is a positive community addition, how BBG’s
environment compares to urban Brooklyn, and how they value their membership to BBG.
This theme presents two sub-themes that describe (1) participants’ beliefs about the
Children’s Gardening Program and (2) participants’ beliefs about the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden.
Participants’ Beliefs about the Children’s Gardening Program
The first sub-theme presents how the six alumni participants described aspects of the
CGP that they believe contributed to their meaningful experience in the CGP.

The

alumni participants described CGP staff, unique characteristics of the CGP, and how they
felt to be participants in the CGP.

The different aspects are broken into three distinct

categories labeled, CGP staff, characteristics of the CGP, and being a CGP participant.
Children’s gardening program staff
BBG’s CGP Staff consists of instructors, college interns, and junior instructors who are
responsible for lesson plans, working with the different age groups, and providing
horticultural training, including how to plant, weed, harvest, and design gardens. Alumni
participants recalled specific characteristics about their CGP instructors that contributed
to their meaningful experience in the CGP.

Some remembered Ellen Eddy Shaw, the

founder of the CGP, as well as Frances M. Miner, who succeeded Miss Shaw, when they
were involved in the CGP.

Alumni participants also recalled how the CGP gardening

staff seemed to have enjoyed their jobs, treated CGP participants with respect,
incorporated positive ways to focus childhood energy, and sought to balance fun and
interesting activities with good educational content.
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Two alumni participants remembered Ellen Eddy Shaw and Frances M. Miner.

Amy

participated in the CGP in the 1930s and she recalled how Miss Shaw and Miss Miner
were very patient with the CGP participants:
Well, the people who were in charge of the program, I remember them very well.
Miss Miner, and, of course, I remember Ellen Eddy Shaw, who was the founder
of the program. Miss Shaw was very elderly when I was there. Miss Miner
when we were there was a young woman. They were very patient with us.

Steven also participated in the CGP while Miss Shaw and Miss Miner were instructors.
He described them as encouraging and empathetic instructors based on an event where
they helped him. Steven found out that he had to leave the CGP to go to boarding school
just when he was about to complete the requirements needed to earn a medal in the CGP.
He was disappointed that he would lose his chance to earn a CGP medal. As a result,
Miss Shaw and Miss Miner created a project for Steven that he could complete at his new
school. He explained how they encouraged him to get his medal:
I was working towards a medal at the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens and that
following September I went away to school and I hadn't finished some
component. So, Miss Shaw and Miss Miner agreed, or proposed that if I were to
make a decent play or map of the grounds of the Cathedral, to identify the trees
on those grounds and send it back, then I could get my medal. And that was
encouragement. They were very good there. They were a considerate group of
people. Though they were strict and sort of stern, they were never harsh. So, it
was a very wonderful atmosphere.

Alumni participants spoke about how they recognized that the CGP staff enjoyed their
responsibilities and were committed to their job. Rachael thought highly of the CGP staff
because it was obvious to her that they enjoyed teaching children:
Well, it was wonderful, the people doing the teaching clearly liked what they
were doing and liked being around kids, and I think that’s probably the best kind
of environment that you can have. People doing what they want to do and
enjoying the people they’re working with, and it was sort of a play date, kids
were just happy to be there.

Another way alumni participants discussed the CGP staff was how they treated
participants.

The alumni participants felt that the CGP staff treated them with respect.

Rachael described how they made her feel special and that her opinion was important:
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I remember there was one fence and they were painting it red. They were
explaining what it meant, and they asked our opinions on what we thought about
the color. And I thought that was quite unique. Why would they? Not that my
opinion didn’t matter, but these were real experts. Why would they be asking
kids for their opinions? But they treated us with respect, and always made us feel
very special. It was a tremendous gift to kids to have a program like that.

Alumni participants also felt that the CGP staff members were experts in their field.
They felt confident in the instructors and staff members’ horticultural knowledge and felt
free to ask them questions. Rachael explained how she gained respect for the CGP staff:
They gave out so much. There were never too many questions, and there were
never wrong questions, nobody ever did anything wrong. I thought they were
great. They had the right reasons for emphasizing doing the stuff that made
sense. It was never just “because I say so.” It wasn’t babysitting. Somehow for
me they were able to project that they knew what they were talking about, that
they were the experts in their field.

Alumni participants spoke about how the CGP staff encouraged them to direct their
childhood energy into positive activities.

Rachael explained that CGP participants did

not feel the need to act out because the CGP staff gave them plenty of opportunities to be
unique and different from their peers:
I think whoever developed all those classes was very clever because they have to
focus this childhood energy that is sometimes misguided. You know, standing
around trying to figure out how you could do that would make you unique and a
big shot. It (the CGP) was a very positive way cause you could be a big shot by
knowing the name of a plant or knowing that the leaves are turning yellow
because you were watering it too much.

Teaching children in an informal setting like the CGP, instructors can often find it
challenging to keep the learners’ attention or interest in the subject matter.

Thomas,

speaking from experience as a teacher, believed that the CGP staff were successful in
how they approached teaching children about nature because they balanced fun,
interesting activities with good educational content:
When you’re working with children in a conservation education setting it’s not
like, “now children you must learn or else I’m going to beat you up,” you want to
make it an enjoyable experience, you want kids to leave an activity thinking, you
know, that’s pretty cool stuff. I want to go outside and enjoy that some more,
giving them a good feeling about conservation and wanting to carry on, as well
as to learn hard facts. I think they (the CGP staff) did both of those there and
made it fun, enjoyable and also we learned important information. I’ve seen too
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many modern conservation education activities where so much of it is focused
on, let’s have a great time, and cool it’s awesome, but no information content.
Or all information but dull and boring. And I think that the [CGP] did a great job
of balancing those and I try to do that in my work, too, balancing those things.

Characteristics of the Children’s Gardening Program
The second aspect of the CGP that alumni participants described were significant
characteristics of the CGP that participants felt contributed to their meaningful
experiences.

Characteristics of the CGP that participants felt strongly about included

how they felt that BBG was their own place, how they learned about concepts through
experiential activities, and how the atmosphere in the CGP was fun.

The different

characteristics are presented in three separate categories that include sense of ownership,
experiential learning, and fun atmosphere.
Sense of ownership
Alumni participants felt that the sense of ownership that they developed as participants in
the CGP was important to their experience. To the participants of this study, sense of
ownership meant that they developed strong a bond and attachment to the CGP garden.
Alumni participants also recalled feeling a personal relationship to BBG because of their
involvement.
In addition to maintaining their vegetable plots, the participants were required to take
care of the hardscapes in the CGP garden as well. As a result, these activities fostered a
sense of ownership for the CGP garden in the participants. As a result of taking care of
the area around the Frances M. Miner Children’s Garden House that sits inside the CGP
garden, Amy recalled how she and the other participants developed a strong tie to the
CGP garden.
The little house there that you walk through to get to the garden has a quote over
the doorway, “He is happiest who has power to gather wisdom from a flower.”
We would work on keeping the area around the house nice and neat, it was part
of the program.

Amy participated in the CGP over sixty years ago.

Recalling the quote above the

doorway to the Children’s Garden House indicates her strong tie to the CGP.
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Catherine explained that when she visited BBG with her family and friends she felt like it
was her own garden because of the close bond she felt with BBG through her
involvement in the CGP:
I felt like it was my own place. I remember going with two of my friends from
the neighborhood, and some adults and we walked around, acting like it was our
own place, like it was our own garden. We knew all the corners, all the places to
go, all the separate subsections of the garden. Because it was all different, there
was a rose garden, and a Shakespeare garden. It was like our own space to go.
Especially in the city, there weren’t that many places to go, so it was like an
extension of the neighborhood and a place to go.

Experiential learning
Another aspect of the CGP that contributed to the participants’ experience was
experiential learning.

Experiential learning, or learning by doing, is a teaching technique

that educates children through hands-on activities related to the concept being taught.
Activities in the CGP were mostly hands-on, where children could use their different
senses to learn.

By physically feeling and touching things, as well as observing wildlife

in the gardens, alumni participants gained a deeper understanding for concepts presented
in the CGP.
Thomas recalled learning the different types of growing media for plants by touching and
feeling their different textures:
They had us go in the greenhouse sometimes and mix different soils, like the
vermiculite and perlite to make a proper potting mixture for different kinds of
plants. Instead of just saying, now the proper use of this, this, and this and you
must do it this way, we had a lot of fun just playing around in the dirt and feeling
the different soils. We learned which soil feels greasy, and which one feels gritty
and learning loam and sand and silt and all without being told now you will learn
the characteristics of the soils. So hands on, I guess is the key phrase right there.
Definitely our hands and sometimes all of our body parts were in the dirt.

Rachael explained that in some situations, children are taught not to touch anything, but
in the CGP they learned that touching and feeling was part of their education:
The Bonsai class allowed kids to see themselves as special as opposed to don’t
touch or don’t go near something. You knew you were not hurting it and that
you were learning something.
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Experiential learning gave the participants an opportunity to make the most out of their
learning experience.

Catherine explained that there were no limitations to how much

they learned in the CGP because it was up to them to ask questions and explore the
hands-on activities:
Learning was on your own, there weren’t formal lessons, it was natural inquiry.
Whatever you wanted to know about what you were doing, it just came up. If
you’re planting something and something didn’t work, why didn’t that work, or
why is this plant doing this particular thing? It was a very inquiry based thing, it
wasn’t strict like being in classroom, there was no demand on you of what you
had to do. It was your own guided thing, what you learned is whatever you
wanted to learn, and what you got out of your garden in terms of your crops, or
just the fast action of doing it was kinda your own thing. There was kind of a
freedom of learning and enjoying, without restrictions.

The CGP participants also learned about wildlife and the natural environment.
Participants had the opportunity to observe birds, insects, frogs and worms interact with
the garden environment. Patrick recalled learning about frogs:
I remember taking tadpoles from the pond and watching frogs grow up.

Thomas also thought the hands-on experience with nature was an important aspect of the
CGP:
[The CGP] gave us a chance to really be in direct contact with whatever resource
we were dealing with, rather than just hearing someone talk about it or seeing it
in a laboratory experiment, we’re out there in the dirt with the plants, and the
birds and the bugs too.

Fun atmosphere
The fun atmosphere in the CGP was another aspect that contributed to the participants
CGP experiences.

All participants recalled positive memories of the fun environment in

the CGP. Catherine felt the element of fun in the learning environment was significant:
Learning is fun, that was a huge thing [in the CGP].

Thomas described that he took pleasure in learning at the CGP:
As a child messing around in the Gardens, I guess the biggest thing I remember is
just the pride of thinking that I got to have a lot of fun. I got dirty, I enjoyed
working and, hey, I got something good out of it, something to eat that the family
would enjoy too.
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Steven characterized the fun atmosphere in the CGP by describing a typical day.

He

particularly noted the pleasant aroma from the local bakery and the sounds of a baseball
crowd cheering on the Brooklyn Dodgers from Ebbetts Field:
Alongside the Children's Garden part of the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens was a
subway line, and beyond that was Ebbetts Field, which is where the Brooklyn
Dodgers, now they are called the Los Angele s Dodgers, played. While we were
there sometimes the games would be on and we would hear cheering from the
baseball stadium, and we knew something good was happening. The Brooklyn
Dodgers were winning or they hit a home run or something. Also nearby was
quite a famous bakery called Mom's Bread Bakery and the aroma of the bakery
would float over the garden. Yeah, it was great, it was great.

Some alumni participants spent their summertime by participating in the CGP.

While

some school children went on family vacations, Amy thought the CGP had such a fun
atmosphere that she characterized it as a good summer vacation:
Well, I think it was an important part of the summer. Most of the time my family
didn’t go away, yet I did go to a school that most of the other children went
away. This (the CGP) was a fine substitute as far as I was concerned.

The CGP environment was a place where participants could enjoy themselves. Positive
memories were recalled when alumni participants described their experience with the
CGP. Steven spoke about the light, fun atmosphere of BBG where he and his brother
would play:
We had some good times at BBG. There were some peculiar jokes; there was a
small stream that flowed through one of the meadows in BBG that had a stone
bridge over it. To this day I remember my brother telling me that if I waded
alongside the stream below the bridge I would see a little sightseeing boat
coming down with little sightseeing people...I waited and waited, with my legs
hanging over the edge of the bridge watching for the boat. The boat never came!

Being a Children’s Gardening Program participant
Alumni participants reflected on what it meant to them to be a CGP participant. They
spoke about how they felt privileged to be involved and how they could benefit from
their involvement.

They also felt that the CGP experience was enjoyable and it

broadened their childhood experiences.

All participants felt glad to see that the CGP

continues to offer its programming to other children.
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Alumni participants felt special to be involved in the CGP.

Steven realized that he felt

privileged for having had the opportunity to bring vegetables home and interact with
children:
After I left there, after I went away to school, I realize now that I was really quite
privileged because at the time I didn’t really feel privileged. I enjoyed it, I really
look back and realize that it was an opportunity, and I feel privileged at that
opportunity being available to me. And also being able to benefit from it, in
simple concrete ways of having vegetables to bring back home, lettuce, tomatoes,
and being with other people in a surely safe and serene atmosphere. There really
wasn’t competition; there wasn’t hostility, just no competition, except in the most
mild way.

Participants also felt that they personally benefited from their experience.

Rachael felt

that her involvement in the CGP was an important part of who she is today because of all
the opportunities she had as a participant:
It was such an important part of my life, it is part of why I am who I am today. It
opened windows to me that I didn’t even know existed.

The CGP represented a place that participants could broaden their childhood experiences.
Amy looked forward to participating in the CGP because of the daily beauty she was able
to experience:
Well, I was very glad to do it. I looked forward to it. And, just coming to the
garden everyday, that’s a plus in itself, that’s a beautiful place…I really think
when you’re a child that anything you can do that broadens your experience, is
just wonderful.

Alumni participants felt like their experience in the CGP was positive and encourage
other children to get involved.

Catherine felt proud that she had been involved in the

CGP and tells other children about the program because it was a rewarding experience for
her:
I thought it was a positive experience. I learned a lot, it taught me about working
with people and it was an enjoyable thing. I felt good doing it, and I’m glad I did
it. I encourage kids to still do it.

The CGP made Patrick feel like he was a part of something special that he hopes will be
passed on to other children. Patrick also enjoyed the routine of going to the CGP every
Saturday because it was different from his regular routine:
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It was a good part of my Saturday schedule. It was an enjoyable routine and it
meant a chance to do something different. There was always something new
coming out of that ground. That was interesting. Yeah, but I go by and it makes
me feel like I was a part of something. I can see kids working in that area now
and I had a good time with it and I think it helped me out. So to think that this is
being passed onto somebody else and that the legacy will continue, makes me
feel proud. Knowing BBG [the child participants] are probably using the same
tools.

Summary of participants’ beliefs about the Children’s Gardening Program
The first sub-theme described numerous aspects of the CGP that alumni participants
believe contributed to their meaningful experience in the CGP.

Alumni participants

described aspects of their experience in the CGP in three sub-themes, including the CGP
staff, characteristics of the CGP, and being a CGP participant.
described as being encouraging, empathetic, and respectful.

The CGP staff were

Alumni participants also

noted that the CGP staff enjoyed their jobs and successfully balanced fun, interesting
activities with good educational content.

Alumni participants described characteristics of

the CGP that contributed to their positive experience such as how they gained a sense of
ownership for the CGP garden and felt a strong bond to it. They also gained a deeper
understanding for concepts presented in the CGP through experiential learning and found
that the fun atmosphere in the CGP allowed them to enjoy their CGP experience. Alumni
participants also felt privileged being a participant in the CGP because of the benefits of
bringing vegetables home, interacting with other children, and broadening their childhood
experiences. They also felt that being a CGP participant was an important part of their
lives and encourage other children to get involved.
Participants’ Beliefs about the Brooklyn Botanic Garden
The second sub-theme presents how the six alumni participants described aspects of BBG
that contributed to their meaningful experience as a participant in the CGP. The alumni
participants spoke about their exposure to different aspects of a public garden, like BBG
and how BBG was a positive addition to their Brooklyn community. In describing their
CGP experience they would compare BBG’s environment to their urban Brooklyn
environments.

Their descriptions of BBG are broken into four sub-themes, including
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exposure to a public garden, positive community addition, BBG’s environment versus
urban Brooklyn, and membership value.
Exposure to a public garden
Alumni participants were exposed to the different elements of a public garden since the
CGP took place in the setting of BBG.

Participants were able to experience different

landscape styles, different themed gardens, as well as different plant collections.

They

were also exposed to the history of BBG and how it developed its grounds.
Steven recalled the Japanese Garden, a bulb display, and the Rose Garden at BBG while
he was involved in the CGP:
Well we had the Japanese Garden, which the pond was always filled with
goldfish and they were always interesting to watch. And right nearby there was a
large hill, I think they called it Daffodil Hill. Even now it is absolutely gorgeous
in the spring when the daffodils are all out. And the Rose Garden, the Cramford
Rose Garden, and there are so many parts of BBG.

Participants were also exposed to different elements that can be found in themed gardens.
Rachael recalled different elements of BBG’s Fragrance Garden, including labels, plant
selection and use as well as the overall garden concept:
And I remember also they had a Scent Garden [Fragrance Garden] that they took
us through. The signs of the plants and the names of the plants were in Braille so
that people who couldn’t enjoy the beauty or color of the flowers could enjoy the
texture, you were encouraged to touch the flowers or the plants and to smell
them.

Alumni participants recalled the history of BBG and never forgot its unique heritage:
They [the CGP] told you about the gardens [BBG] history, too. They told you
that it used to be a horse cemetery. So for, the first few days of my first year, we
found a horse tooth, which we thought was like finding gold.

Positive community addition
Alumni participants noted that BBG was a positive addition to their urban, Brooklyn
community. Participants believed that BBG gave children a positive place to gather and
and get involved in their community.
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Alumni participants described the area that surrounded BBG as “deprived,” and at times,
violent.

Rachael felt like BBG was a sanctuary in the Brooklyn community and a

beautiful place where she and her friends could go to study and feel welcomed:
I love the Gardens (BBG). They’re beautiful and it is a sanctuary, especially in
the neighborhood that the Gardens are in was not the best neighborhood.
Brooklyn was at times pretty violent and borders on an economically deprived
area. We would leave school and go to the Gardens to study. Nobody really had
a house to gather in, so on beautiful afternoons we would go and sit at the
Gardens and study. It was a gathering place and a beautiful environment. And
nobody (at BBG) would be angry. They wanted us there actually.

Catherine was proud to tell people that she lived near the well-known landmarks of
Prospect Park and BBG because she thought BBG was impressive:
I liked to tell people where I lived, based on that, like I would say, ‘well I live
near Prospect Park and near the botanic gardens,’ cause I thought it was an
impressive place.

Participants also thought that BBG was a positive addition to their community because of
the opportunities it afforded children in Brooklyn.

Patrick felt BBG was good for

Brooklyn because it gave children something to do:
The neighborhood surrounding BBG is largely inner city and eventually we
moved away from there, but its not really the best neighborhood. Having BBG
gave us something to do, something positive to do as a kid is always a good
thing.

Amy was pleased to have BBG in her community and felt that a place like BBG is a
necessity:
Well, it was certainly a great pleasure to have it in the community, it really was,
and I think now of course it’s a national treasure, people know about it
everywhere. I think its necessary to have a green space and a place to get fresh
air in your community.

BBG’s environment versus urban Brooklyn
In their descriptions, alumni participants portrayed a clean, safe, green space inside BBG,
compared to the concrete, congested borough of Brooklyn.
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Alumni participants noted that BBG and urban Brooklyn were two different areas with
different physical characteristics.

Steven thought of BBG as a different world than

Brooklyn, where one could find green space and wildlife:
They’re really two different worlds. Brooklyn was concrete sidewalks, little
stores, little dairy stores, a baker, on the corner of the block that I lived on there
was a florist, a movie house, a bank in the next block, where I opened my first
savings account. You go into the garden (BBG) and there’s nothing commercial,
nothing hard, except the path you’re walking on. There are goldfish in there, but
there is no goldfish on Washington Avenue, for example. They were two
somewhat different worlds.

Participants also felt BBG was especially unique to their urban environment because of
the opportunity it gave to learn about nature in the city. Rachael felt there were no other
opportunities to learn about nature than the opportunity that BBG provided:
There’s no way a kid growing up in an apartment building surrounded by other
apartment buildings surrounded by concrete and more apartment buildings could
ever have learned about the country without BBG. You come to love the
Gardens you learn not to cut trees down and so forth.

Alumni participants described living in Brooklyn as a place where gardening was not
possible. Amy explained that there was not enough room to garden or exercise outside
around apartments or houses in the borough of Brooklyn:
Compared to the city of Brooklyn, as far as a front yard was concerned, there was
something called an ary, which meant an area, and maybe it was about 2x2 yards
in the front of the house. In the back of the house there would be long narrow
yards, because these spaces were narrow of course without any space between
them. But as far as seeing natural growing grass and bushes and so forth there
wasn’t much room in the front yard for much of that.

Patrick felt BBG was a positive contrast to the asphalt and concrete that dominates the
borough of Brooklyn:
Well, I went to a private school, so it was a pretty cramped building, and there’s
not much growing of anything. It was a lot of asphalt. [At BBG] there was more
vegetation, more trees, there were rabbits running around, and swans every now
and then.

Some alumni participants did not feel safe growing up in such a large borough as
Brooklyn. Catherine felt BBG was a safe place where she could relax and walk about
freely:
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There’s an element of not being safe in a big city park like Prospect Park, but
BBG was controlled enough that you didn’t feel any danger there. You could
just wander around, there weren’t security guards, and if you came with the
family, you didn’t have to stand under someone’s watchful eye, because it was a
safer place. To have that in the community, a place to go where you could just
wander about, is pretty good. In the city, on the block, we were allowed to play
outside, but you weren’t allowed to go around the corner until you were older.
So there was more of a sense of freedom, and of course the beauty of it. I mean
for a city kid, walking around looking at concrete after awhile, it’s a nice change
to be able to sit in the grass or sit on a bench under a tree. There was a bit of a
freedom with it, but I liked growing up in the city as well, so it was a nice
contrast for a city kid.

Alumni participants also felt they could escape the urban environment of Brooklyn at
BBG. Rachael used BBG to escape the urban concrete and apartment life:
The gardens were very much a part of my life and it was, in a sense, the best part
of my life because it wasn’t being on the sixth floor of an apartment with a tar
roof, without air conditioning and stifling and hating the city and the concrete. It
made me and my family really happy to be [in BBG], and it was free. It was my
way to be in the country in the city. And that is what the garden allowed people
like me.

Thomas also felt that BBG represented an opportunity to escape Brooklyn and interact
with nature:
BBG was a chance to get out and get dirty and have fun and grow things and be
in a pretty place with fresh air and all that sort of stuff, away from apartment life,
and the concrete jungle.

Membership value
All alumni participants kept a connection with BBG through memberships.

Although a

majority of the alumni participants were not current members themselves, they were able
to stay abreast of events and activities through their parents who were members. Two
alumni participants were members of BBG.
Rachael hears about current events in BBG through her parents’ membership:
My mom is [a member]. She always recycles things back to me. It was such an
important part of my life; it is part of why I am who I am today. I have a need to
know that it is still doing well, and that the Japanese Garden is still there, and that
the fish are still in the pond.
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Two participants have moved away from Brooklyn and feel that it has been important to
support BBG and its CGP through their memberships.

Steven felt that his membership

supports the CGP:
I’m proud to have come from Brooklyn. I find Brooklyn very interesting and
quite a great place and I’m proud of my association with BBG. I think it was an
idyllic kind of world that Miss Shaw and Miss Miner created there for these kids
and it’d be great if it were continued. In my little way I support it, not in a big
way, but for me, its reinvesting in a program that I think I admire. I think [the
CGP] is a super program.

Amy has maintained her membership to BBG and has gone to CGP alumni reunions:
Well, I have maintained my membership in the garden, so I keep up with it that
way. Maybe just because I’m a joiner, but I do keep the Brooklyn ties there,
several Brooklyn entities that I contribute to like the school I went to. I just like
to think that I’m still contributing a little bit, I’m not contributing much. My
daughter and I did go to a reunion at BBG.

Summary of participants’ beliefs about the Brooklyn Botanic Garden
The second sub-theme described aspects of BBG that the alumni participants believed
contributed to their meaningful experience in the CGP.

The beliefs about BBG theme

were broken into four sub-themes, including exposure to a public garden, positive
community addition, BBG’s environment versus urban Brooklyn, and membership value.
Alumni participants felt that they learned about aspects of a public garden in BBG’s
setting, such as different landscape styles, different themed gardens, and different plant
collections, as well as how a public garden, like BBG, develops land. They also believed
that BBG was a positive addition to their community because it gave people a place to
gather and get involved in their community.

When alumni participants described their

experience, they all compared BBG’s environment to urban Brooklyn.

They described

Brooklyn as a city dominated by concrete and a large population living in close quarters
with one another.

In comparison, BBG was a place that the alumni participants found

refuge from their urban environment, where they could enjoy green space, learn about
nature, and have an opportunity to garden.
important to the six alumni participants.

Keeping in touch with BBG has been

Either through their own BBG membership, or

their parents’ membership, they have stayed connected to BBG and its CGP.
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Summary of the Meaning of the Children’s Gardening Program and the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden
The third theme, the meaning of the CGP and BBG, presented two sub-themes including
(1) participants’ beliefs about the CGP and (2) participants’ beliefs about BBG. Alumni
participants described aspects of their meaningful experience in the CGP in three subthemes, including the CGP staff, characteristics of the CGP, and being a CGP participant.
They believed that the CGP staff made them feel special and respected and they had
confidence in the CGP staff’s knowledge to teach them about horticulture.

They also

believed that sense of ownership, experiential learning, and the fun atmosphere were
characteristics of the CGP that contributed to their positive experiences.

Lastly,

participants described what it meant to be a CGP participant. They believed that it was a
privilege to be involved in the CGP and that they benefited from opportunities to bring
vegetables home, interact with other children, and broaden their childhood experiences.
The second theme, participants’ beliefs about BBG, described how alumni participants
felt that having BBG as a part of their learning experience in the CGP contributed to their
meaningful experience and how it continues to influence how they contribute to BBG.
There were various ways that participants believed contributed to their experience,
including exposure to a public garden, positive community addition, and BBG
environment versus urban Brooklyn.

They also felt it has been important to show their

support for BBG, in membership value.

Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the findings from this study’s interview data, where six adult
alumni described their experience as a child participant in Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s
Children’s Gardening Program (BBG’S CGP).

Three distinct themes emerged from

inductive analysis of participant interviews, including (1) childhood development and
learning experiences, (2) BBG’S CGP impact on adulthood, and (3) the meaning of the
CGP and BBG.
The participants recalled the gardening activities at the CGP and interpreted them as
significant to their childhood development and learning experiences.
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Their descriptions

were grouped into four sub-themes: horticultural knowledge, social skills, cultural
awareness, and personal development. All participants spoke about the knowledge they
gained about horticulture where they described the gardening skills they learned,
producing and harvesting vegetable crops, cultivating ornamental plants, and how their
experience increased their awareness of environmental issues.

Participants also spoke

about how the CGP helped them develop social skills such as cooperation and teamwork.
Cultural awareness was heightened by opportunities to interact with children from
diverse cultures, as well as the vegetables that represented diverse cultures. Finally, the
participants described how they were able to develop various dimensions of their
personal self in the CGP, including independence, self-discipline, responsibility, and selfesteem.
Participants also described how their CGP experience impacted their adult lives where
they indicated hobbies, career influence, sharing the CGP experience, and appreciation
for nature. The alumni participants believed that hobbies such as gardening, cooking, and
supporting community gardening programs, were influenced by their CGP experiences.
They also believed that the CGP influenced their career choice and their college studies
and enhanced their career skills with experiences from the CGP.

Feeling like their

experience was a rewarding experience they encourage other people to get involved by
sharing their experience with their family and friends.

Lastly, their appreciation for

nature grew because of their intimate experience with the natural world in the CGP.
When participants reflected on their experience they began to make meaning out of their
BBG’S CGP experience. This theme was grouped into two sub-themes: (1) participants’
beliefs about the CGP and (2) participants’ beliefs about BBG.

Participants’ beliefs

about the CGP presented three different aspects of the CGP that contributed to their
positive experience, including the CGP staff, characteristics of the CGP, and being a CGP
participant.

Participants’ beliefs about BBG described how four aspects of BBG

contributed to their experience, including exposure to a public garden, positive
community addition, BBG versus urban Brooklyn, and membership value.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion, Further Research, and Implications
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the meaningful experiences of six
alumni participants from Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program
(BBG’S CGP).

BBG’s CGP the oldest, continuously running children’s gardening

programs in America. The participants of this study were selected from the CGP alumni
records in order to fulfill the study’s criteria of three age groups: (1) 25 through 45 years
old, (2) 46 through 65 years old, and (3) 66 through (no limitation). One male and one
female were sought to fulfill each age group, until six participants agreed to participate.
Three participants lived within a 400-mile radius of Knoxville, TN and were interviewed
in person. The remaining three participants lived outside a 400-mile radius of Knoxville
and were interviewed by phone.

All interviews were conducted with an open-ended

interview guide to capture the participant’s experience as told by the participant,
excluding questions that would guide the participant around fixed objectives (Appendix
A).

Two interviews were conducted with each participant, the initial interview and the

follow-up interview.

The result were twelve interview transcripts that were used as the

object of analysis.
The interview transcripts were read repeatedly adapting the Inductive Data Analysis and
the Typological Analysis described by Hatch (2002). Three major themes emerged from
this type of analysis: (1) childhood development and learning experience, 2) BBG’S CGP
impact on adulthood, and 3) the meaning of the CGP and BBG.

Findings Related to Childhood Development and Learning Experience
The first theme that emerged from alumni participants’ descriptions of their CGP
experience focused on their childhood development and learning experience. The alumni
participants recalled gardening activities in the CGP and, as an adult, interpreted them as
significant development and learning experiences from their childhood.
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Four sub-themes were included in this theme including: (1) horticultural knowledge, (2)
social skills, (3) cultural awareness, and (4) personal development.
Horticultural Knowledge -- All participants recalled the horticultural knowledge they
acquired through their participation in the CGP.

The knowledge they gained included

gardening skills, producing and harvesting vegetables, cultivating ornamental plants, and
increasing their awareness of environmental issues.

The value of a garden in teaching

children is underscored by the following groups of information, which describe not only
the horticultural knowledge that alumni participants gained in the CGP, but also how they
learned through a garden.
Gardening skills -- Participants recalled that through hands-on activities in the CGP they
learned basic gardening skills including weeding, bed preparation, transplanting, plant
culture, and how to plan a garden, as well as advanced gardening skills including organic
gardening, planting time frames, and use of intercropping.

This demonstrates the value

and importance of including experiential learning activities in a children’s gardening
program.

Also, the documentation of basic and advanced gardening skills learned and

recalled by alumni participants, as many as 65 and 67 years later for two participants,
tells us that learning experiences in a children’s gardening program can be significant and
have a lasting impact on participants’ lives.
Producing and harvesting vegetables -- By experiencing how to grow vegetables in a
garden, participants became aware of the concept that vegetables are living plants,
cultivated in the ground, and are not naturally found in the produce section of their local
grocery store. They learned how to produce, harvest, and cook vegetables in the CGP,
which in turn increased their food palette and knowledge of healthy food choices. The
concept of increasing healthy food choices as a result of growing your own vegetables
has been reported by Cason (1999), who assessed the influence on a child’s food choices
before and after being involved in a school vegetable gardening program. She found that
after working in the vegetable garden for one season, kindergarten participants could
correctly identify more fruits and vegetables, increased their willingness to taste different
fruits and vegetables, and began selecting fruits and vegetables as the best choice for
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snacks.

Similar to Cason’s study, the participants in this study broadened their

knowledge of vegetables and increased their palette for healthy foods as a result of their
hands-on experiences in the CGP garden plots. This shows the value in teaching children
not only how to grow plants in a gardening program but also how to harvest and prepare
the produce as well.
Cultivating ornamental plants -- Through experiential activities, specialty lecture
lessons, guided tours, displays of ornamental plants, and through other children in the
CGP, alumni participants learned nomenclature of ornamental plants, how to grow them,
and appreciate their beauty in a landscape.

This shows the importance of including

experiential activities, specialty lecture lessons, guided tours, and displays of ornamental
plants in a children’s gardening program.

It indicates that activities other than just

growing plants in a garden can contribute to teaching children about plants. This finding
is similar to one by Harvey (1990), who found that scores were higher from students that
used school gardens or grounds to learn botanical knowledge, than students who had not
used a garden setting.

However, participant reflections on this concept, especially ones

as many as 67 years later, have not been documented until this study.

Again, such

prominent recollections by alumni participants indicate that significant learning can take
place in a children’s gardening program, especially when activities are included that
incorporate all opportunities in a public garden to learn about plants.
Increased awareness of environmental issues -- Lastly, all alumni participants noted that
through experiential activities, lecture lessons, and making observations comparing their
urban environment to landscapes in the CGP, their awareness of environmental issues
was increased.
resources.

They learned about recycling, composting, and preservation of natural

Such learning again indicates the value of including hands-on activities and

specialty lectures in a children’s gardening program. It also shows that opportunities for
children to make comparisons about contrasting environments and how they are cared for
can have a lasting impact and can be an important teaching tool to include in a children’s
gardening program.

In a study by Skelley and Zajicek (1998) as well as a study by

Waliczek and Zajicek (1999) similar findings were found that a school garden was useful
in increasing the positive environmental attitudes in their child participants.
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For alumni

participants in this study to recall that their environmental awareness was heightened
through their CGP experiences, again indicates the value of a children’s gardening
program in teaching lasting lessons.
This first sub-theme and its findings show that including opportunities for observation
and comparison, hands-on activities, guided tours and specialty lectures, and playing and
working with other children in a children’s gardening program facilitates the learning of
horticultural knowledge, including gardening skills, producing and harvesting vegetables,
cultivating ornamental plants, and increasing their awareness of environmental issues in
children which, according to this study, has lasting impact on its participants.
Social skills -- All participants recognized the social aspect of the CGP and that they
strengthened their social skills as a result of participating in the program. The CGP was a
way that participants could interact with children from various communities in Brooklyn,
as well as a way they could share common interests, resulting in friendships. This shows
that children who participate in a children’s gardening program, like the CGP, can gain
social skills including making friends and how to cooperate and work as a team with
others.

Furthermore, it shows that a children’s gardening program can be an important

common ground for children in a large, urban city where they can come together and
interact with different social groups to strengthen and develop their social skills.

These

findings are similar to other research that has shown that gardening fosters the
development of social skills.

Montessori (1912) was one of the first educators to

document social skill development in children working within a garden setting. Hamilton
and deMarrais (2001) conducted research on six adult avid gardeners to assess the
meaning of gardening in their lives.

Their findings revealed that participants participated

in

they

gardening

programs

because

found

and

enjoyed

social

opportunities.

Additionally, alumni studies have been done on 4-H programs in animal science, where
Ward (1991) found that alumni who had participated in the science program were
positively influenced by life skill development, including social skills.

Another alumni

study that assessed the effectiveness of a 4-H program in developing life skills was
conducted by Gamon & Dehegedus-Hetzel (1994).
development surpassed subject-matter skills in a swine program.
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They found that life skill

These findings show that a children’s gardening program can be instrumental in
developing and strengthening social skills in children, so much so that experiences can be
recalled by participants as many as 67 years past their initial participation.
Cultural Awareness -- Cultural awareness was heightened in all participants of this
study through their participation in the CGP.

Through the opportunities in the CGP to

interact with children from diverse cultures as well as to talk about and discuss their
cultural backgrounds, participants grew in their cultural awareness.

Participants were

also encouraged to learn about different cultures through the ethnic vegetables they grew
in the CGP garden that incorporated the participants’ diverse cultural backgrounds.
These findings are an addition to the children’s gardening literature that demonstrate how
cultural awareness can be taught to children through the vegetables they grow in a garden
and that a garden itself can provide the common ground and be the tool for teaching and
learning cultural diversity.
Personal Development -- Through their experiences in the CGP, alumni participants
were able to develop various dimensions of their personal self.

The six participants of

this study identified independence, self-discipline, responsibility, and self-esteem, as their
self dimensions which were strengthened in the CGP.
Independence -- The CGP gave participants an opportunity to function independently
from their parents and exercise freedom that might not be found in a structured leaning
environment.

They increasingly became reliant on themselves to make plant choices for

their CGP garden plots, to walk themselves to and from BBG, and determine how dirty
they could get from working in the CGP garden. These findings indicate that participants
gained independence through the CGP by having the freedom to make their own choices,
functioning on their own initiative, and becoming self-reliant.

Likewise, in a case study

of children in BBG’s CGP, Blandford (2002) found that participants gained self-reliance
from taking care of plants in the CGP plots.

This is similar to findings in a study by

Montessori (1912) who found that one of the benefits of a children’s garden was the
development of self-reliance, or independence, particularly from accomplishing tasks
independently from their teachers.

However, the findings from this study are geared
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toward perceptions from alumni participants. Their recollections show that independence
is a prominent self-dimension that can be fostered in a children’s gardening program,
particularly when participants are given the freedom to make personal choices about
certain aspects in the program.
Self-discipline -- Two participants noted that their CGP experience taught them selfdiscipline. Through the order and procedure of planting and caring for the CGP garden
they felt they learned the value of discipline.

This indicates that a children’s gardening

program, which offers children the opportunity to garden from planting to harvesting can
teach children the rewards of self-discipline.
Responsibility -- Alumni participants recalled that they became more responsible through
their experiences in the CGP. Participants gained responsibility by tending to their own
garden plots, cleaning CGP tools, and being a junior instructor.

The CGP purposely

increases participants’ responsibility as they get older in the program.

Alumni

participants recollections show that responsibility is a prominent self-dimension that can
be fostered in a children’s gardening program, particularly when participants are given
the tasks of caring for their own garden plots and tools.

Earlier research has also

documented that children in a garden setting gain a sense of responsibility from taking
care of living things, such as plants (Montessori, 1912). Furthermore, in a study by Ward
(1996), who conducted alumni research on 4-H programs, it was found that as a result of
their experiential experiences, alumni were willing to accept more responsibility.
Self-esteem -- Another personal dimension that alumni participants gained in the CGP
was self-esteem. Feeling good about making friends, being rewarded for their gardening
accomplishments, as well as activities that made them feel special were factors in the
CGP that made participants feel good about themselves and believe in their abilities.
This shows how important it can be for a children’s gardening program to include
rewards and recognitions for its participants.

It also shows that providing activities that

make participants feel ‘special’ or ‘privileged’ are important as well in growing their selfesteem.

Participants also felt proud to contribute to their families’ well-being.

Participants felt important when they brought their personally grown vegetables home to
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share with their family and friends or used CGP lessons to contribute to their families’
home. This shows the importance in letting children share their lessons as well as their
harvest with others to gain a sense of ‘good will’ or ‘helping others’ to bolster their selfworth and self-esteem. This finding is similar to work by Lewis (1996) who described
the benefits of a community garden to its residents.

He found that residents who

participated in the community garden gained more personally, such as “growing selfesteem,” than they did with the physical gain of vegetables and flowers.
All of the findings from the fourth sub-theme show that a children’s gardening program
can be instrumental in developing and strengthening independence, self-discipline,
responsibility, and self-esteem in children, according to the recollections of alumni
participants.

Findings Related to BBG’S CGP Impact on Adulthood
The second theme that emerged from alumni participants’ descriptions of their CGP
experiences was how they felt their experiences influenced them as adults.

The

participants recalled particular activities or events within the CGP that they felt to this
day have had an influence on their lives. Four sub-themes were included in this theme:
(1) hobbies, (2) career influence, (3) sharing the CGP experience, and (4) appreciation for
nature.
Hobbies -- All alumni participants believed their CGP experiences influenced a few of
their hobbies.

Hobbies identified by the participants included gardening, cooking, and

supporting community gardening programs.

These findings indicate that the CGP

provided such significant gardening, cooking and program experiences that as adults,
participants have continued interests in these activities.
and deMarrais (2001) supports this notion.

Previous research by Hamilton

They found that people are motivated to

garden as adults because of significant gardening experiences in their childhood and that
people join plant societies for the educational experience and the positive social
interaction.

Together, these findings indicate the potential that a well-designed children’s

gardening program has in developing the next generation of gardeners which in turn can
increase the growth of the green industry.
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Career Influence -- Half of the alumni participants described how the CGP experience
influenced their career choice or enhanced their career skills.

Two alumni participants

used ideas and knowledge that they gained in the CGP to enhance their career skills as
teachers.

One participant indicated that his experience as a junior instructor influenced

his current career choice as a state park ranger.

Hamilton and deMarrais (2001) also

found that their study participants used their childhood experiences in gardening to
influence their careers.

Together, these findings indicate the potential that a children’s

gardening program can have in influencing children to either choose a career in
horticulture or in providing valuable skills for their chosen career.
Sharing the CGP Experience -- The majority of the alumni participants were motivated
to share their CGP experience with family and friends as a result of their positive CGP
experiences.

Sharing their experience was important to the alumni participants because

they felt that they had gained life skills from their experiences and wanted their family
and friends to either know of their positive experience or to gain from a similar
experience.

This indicates that the CGP had a significant impact on the alumni

participants, who feel that sharing the experience will positively contribute to other
peoples’ lives as it did their own. This finding is similar to one in a study by Hamilton
and deMarrais (2001) who also found that it was important to their study participants to
share their positive garden program experiences with others. These findings show that a
well-designed children’s gardening program can produce ambassadors to promote and
market the program.
Appreciation for Nature -- Lastly, all alumni participants acknowledged how the CGP
fostered their appreciation for nature.

They all revealed that green space and being

actively involved with nature is important to their lives and they believe that their
experiences in the CGP spurred these interests. They enjoyed being outdoors, hiking in
the woods, and working in their gardens.

Environmental psychologist, Peter Kahn

(2002), found that people measure environmental degradation later in life against the
environments they encounter in their childhood.

His philosophy would indicate that

children who live in a large, mostly concrete city are able to foster an appreciation for
nature within a setting like BBG.

The fact that alumni participants in the CGP gained
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environmental awareness is significant to how they feel about the environment as adults.
This emphasizes the value of a children’s gardening program, particularly in an urban
concrete environment, much like the CGP is to Brooklyn. A study by Blandford (2002)
on the CGP also found that child participants gained an appreciation for nature through
their CGP gardening experiences.

These findings stress how valuable and important it

can be to establish green space and children’s gardening programs within urban
environments.

Findings from the Meaning of the CGP and BBG
The third theme that emerged from participants’ descriptions of their CGP experiences
focused on how the alumni participants made meaning out of their experience.

The

participants recalled aspects of the CGP that contributed to their positive and rewarding
experience.

They also recalled significant aspects of BBG that contributed to their

experience. Two sub-themes described how the alumni participants made meaning out of
their experience including, (1) participants’ beliefs about the Children’s Gardening
Program and (2) participants’ beliefs about the Brooklyn Botanic Garden.
Participants’ Beliefs about the Children’s Gardening Program -- All alumni
participants described aspects of the CGP that they believe contributed to their
meaningful program experience in the CGP.

The different aspects they described

included: CGP staff, characteristics of the CGP, and being a CGP participant.
CGP staff -- All alumni participants believed that the CGP staff contributed to their
positive experience in the CGP. It was significant to the alumni participants that the CGP
staff members seemed to enjoy their responsibilities, treated them with respect, and
balanced fun and interesting activities with good educational content.

Such information

has value in informing us of the important role the staff of a children’s gardening
program can play in its success.

Staff should enjoy children and be knowledgeable in

horticulture as well as provide fun activities for kids.
Characteristics of the CGP -- Alumni participants believed that certain characteristics of
the CGP made the program successful. A sense of ownership, experiential activities, and
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fun atmosphere were all characteristics alumni participants described that contributed to
their positive experience in the CGP.

A study by Blandford (2002) on the CGP also

found that children who participated in the program thought experiential activities were
important to their positive experience.

Furthermore, Blandford discovered a quote by

Frances M. Miner in a BBG document where Miner stated her belief of how the physical
work in the CGP was important to fostering a ‘sense of ownership’ in participants.
Together, all of these findings show that a children’s gardening program should include
activities which create a fun atmosphere and enable children to form a bond with the
program, as well as include experiential activities where children can learn by doing.
Being a CGP participant -- All alumni participants reflected on what it meant to them to
be a CGP participant. They felt that it was a positive experience, that it broadened their
childhood experiences and they hoped that the CGP would continue to offer its
programming.

They felt privileged to be a participant in the CGP because of the

vegetables they brought home and they were proud to have gotten to interact with other
children. This finding indicates that being a CGP participant was an important part of the
alumni participants’ lives because they benefited from its rewards and it was something
different for them to do and feel good about. This informs us of the role and value that a
children’s gardening program can have in the lives of its participants.
Participants’ Beliefs about the Brooklyn Botanic Garden -- All alumni participants
described aspects of BBG that they believe contributed to their meaningful program
experience. Their descriptions were grouped into four categories including, exposure to a
public garden, positive community addition, BBG versus urban Brooklyn, and
membership value.
Exposure to a public garden -- Participants believed that they benefited from how the
CGP was integrated into BBG, instead of a children’s gardening program conducted
independently from a public garden.

Through CGP tours of BBG, participants were

exposed to different landscape styles, different themed gardens, and different plant
collections, as well as the history of BBG’s grounds. This shows that participants in a
children’s gardening program benefit from being exposed to the components of a public
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garden and that this should be an important consideration when developing a children’s
gardening program.
Positive community addition -- All alumni participants felt that due to their rewarding
experiences in the CGP, BBG was a positive addition to their urban community in
Brooklyn. They found that it was a place they could gather with friends and get involved
in their community.

This shows the important role that a children’s gardening program

can have in a public garden, projecting a positive image in its community.
BBG versus urban Brooklyn -- All alumni participants described BBG as a positive
refuge in their urban Brooklyn environment.

They described Brooklyn as a large city

dominated by concrete, where large populations live in close quarters with one another.
In comparison, BBG was a place that the alumni participants felt they could escape their
urban environment, where they could enjoy green space, learn about nature, and have an
opportunity to garden. Lewis (1996) found similar feelings in his study participants who
worked in urban community gardens. He found that green space and gardens in an urban
environment has psychological importance to those in the community.

It offers a sense

that their community is safe and offers a reprieve from its built environment.

Together,

these findings underscore the value of green space, such as a public garden, in an urban
environment.
Membership value -- All alumni participants believed that the CGP was such a positive
experience in their lives that it has been important to them to stay connected with BBG.
All participants have held close ties to BBG and have stayed abreast of current events
through their parents’ memberships.

Although only two are current members of BBG,

the remaining four participants felt it was important to keep in touch with BBG.

This

also shows the important role that a children’s gardening program can play in supporting
the success of a public garden.

Summary of Findings
In conclusion, this study documented how six alumni participants described their
experience as child participants in BBG’s CGP. They acknowledged acquiring childhood
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development and learning skills that continue to impact them as adults.

For example,

they acknowledged that they learned horticultural knowledge in the CGP and how they
continue to use that knowledge in hobbies such as gardening and cooking.

In addition,

participants applied meaning to their CGP experiences. They reflected on aspects of the
CGP that contributed to their positive experience as well as how aspects of BBG
contributed to their experience. A major point is that participants of the CGP, who are
now adults, and from as many as 20 to 67 years after their participation, can recall
activities and events from their experiences in the CGP that obviously were significant in
their lives for them to have the ability to recall these experiences.

The value that the

alumni participants hold for the CGP due to the positive influence and impact upon their
lives is important information in documenting the significant role that a children’s
gardening program can have in the lives of its participants.

Further Research
This study revealed three major themes that alumni participants described as significant
to their experience in BBG’s CGP including, (1) childhood development and learning
experience, 2) BBG’S CGP impact on adulthood, and 3) the meaning of the CGP and
BBG.

Additional research could use this study’s qualitative data to apply to a

quantitative research approach to gather more information from a larger, more
representative sample from BBG’s CGP alumni list.

The themes and their sub-themes

that emerged from this study’s participant interview data would serve as an accurate
guide to formulate questions in a research survey on alumni of BBG’s CGP.
Another recommendation would be to compare and contrast a study done on assessing
the meaning of BBG’s CGP from a child participant’s perspective to that of the findings
from this study of alumni participants’ perspectives of the CGP.

This would strongly

reflect the impact that a children’s gardening program has on its participants.
Another area for investigation would be to look at other children’s gardening programs
using this study as a model to assess the meaning from alumni participants of that
particular program.

Further research could be done on how the findings from such a

study differ from the findings from this study. This would offer the children’s gardening
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literature more depth to understanding how different children’s gardening programs have
impact on their participants’ lives.
This study utilized three broad age groups to get different perspectives of six alumni
participants of BBG’s CGP that had participated at different periods of time.
research could concentrate on each age group defined by BBG’s CGP.

Further

For example,

conducting research that sought the meaning from each of the following age groups:
KinderGarden Seeds, KinderGarden Seedlings, City Farmers, and Earth Movers.

This

could give insight to how each age group experiences BBG’s CGP and how they make
meaning out of their experience.

Implications
In order to provide more detail on the events that percolated throughout this study,
implications on the results and the way the research was conducted will be discussed. In
the initial stages of the research, it was my intension that each participant would be
interviewed in person, however, financial constraints made it impossible to travel farther
than 400 miles away from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

Therefore three

participants were selected that lived close enough to visit and conduct an in-person
interview, in which one was conducted at the work place and two were conducted at the
participants’ homes.

The remaining three participants were identified as being too far

from Knoxville and were interviewed over the telephone.

I believe that both types of

interviews resulted in good research content. Interviews in person lasted longer because
of the interaction between the participant and the researcher, however were not richer nor
poorer in content than the phone interviews. I believe that having the opportunity to have
personal contact with the participants in the interview benefited the experience of the
researcher. Their experience was much more real and personal to me from the in-person
interviews. Seeing me nod my head and respond to their statements also helped me to
find a way to encourage participants to give more detail on subject matters. Furthermore,
observations were made on the participant’s home garden and interior plant collection
while interviewing participants in person, however this observation was not possible in
the phone interviews. Whether this type of observation could have benefited the research
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was not concluded, but it is my suggestion that this type of observation would add more
insight into the study and its results.

Therefore, it is my implication to do in-person

interviews because it amplifies the experience of the researcher.
Another implication from the aftermath of this study relates to conducting interviews
with alumni study participants.

All of the alumni participants in this study shared a

common concern prior to their interview.

They were all concerned that their memory

would not serve them well enough to recall details from 20 to 67 years ago.

An

explanation justifying to them that any information they could provide about their
experience would be significant to the research eased their concern.

Additionally,

participants found that as they talked about their experience they all began to recall more
details than they initially thought.

The acknowledgment of events, activities, or aspects

of the program that could not be recalled are significant contributions to the study as well.
The information that the six alumni participants in this study shared with me through this
research was an outstanding learning experience for me to gain insight about which
components of a children’s gardening program, like BBG’s CGP, have lasting impact on
its participants. Their comments surpass any lesson I could learn in a class or a book on
the phenomenon of children’s gardening. The information that they have provided in this
study should be highlighted in order to make their comments available for anyone
seeking information on how to design and operate a meaningful and educational
children’s gardening program.
1. If the program functions within a public garden take children on behind the scenes
tours and make them feel special to have gone where not many people get to go.
2. It is important to prepare lessons that include a good balance between rich
information content and fun activities.
3. Provide structure but in as many areas as possible let children make decisions and
choices so they feel important and respected.
4. Children should be able to experience nature by having the freedom to get as dirty
as they choose. It is suggested that how dirty and messy children get should not
be restricted or monitored in a gardening program for children.
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5. To make children feel important and respected ask children their opinion in
activities.
6. Recognize and reward achievements in gardening activities. BBG’s CGP gives
ribbons and medals for outstanding achievements.
7. Organize a simple system that teaches children what their responsibilities are in
the program. For example, the CGP uses blue and green stakes. If children forgot
a tool or forgot to clean up their weeds at the end of the day their garden would be
marked with a green stake which would tell them that they needed to clean their
tools and put them up properly or clean up around their garden properly at the end
of the day. Alumni participants in this study talked about how embarrassing it
was to see a green stake in their garden. It wasn’t a form of punishment it was a
way to teach them how to follow the rules. A blue stake was awarded to “extra
beautiful” garden plots.
8. Use program activities as a tool to channel childhood energy. As an example,
design activities so that children gain attention and recognition for parading plant
knowledge or skills in front of other children, rather than children attracting
attention and recognition from other children for misbehaving and acting-out.
9. Garden staff must possess two key characteristics: knowledge of plants, botany,
horticulture, biology, and science combined with a love and passion for children
and teaching. Not only must the staff know about the natural world, but also they
must be patient, tolerant and respectful towards children.
10. Learning opportunities are increased when a children’s gardening program is
incorporated into a public garden. A broader range of activities that participants
can learn from is available in a public garden setting, and children can learn about
garden design and ornamental plant collections. If the program is not
incorporated into a public garden, teachers or staff should make use of them.
11. A children’s gardening program should emphasize hands-on activities.
Participants in this study identified this as an important component to their
meaningful experience.
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12. A public garden can reap the rewards in the way that child participants in a
children’s gardening program get their parents involved. Rewards may be
increased membership in the public garden. According to this study, the parents
of four out of six alumni are members of BBG, the remaining two participants
were members themselves.
13. The site of the children’s garden should be restricted to the program staff and its
child participants. This aspect of BBG’s CGP made participants feel a sense of
ownership to the garden and the program.
The alumni participants in this study revealed to me how a children’s gardening program
can teach children about nature, about themselves, and about other children.

Through

their experiences I have gained immeasurable insight of how to contribute to a children’s
gardening program.
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Appendix A
Interview Guide
Research Questions:
1. How do adult alumni of BBG’s Children’s Gardening Program describe their
experiences as a child participant and how do they make meaning of those
experiences?
2. How do adult alumni of BBG’s Children’s Gardening Program perceive their
experience to influence their lives, if at all?
Interview Questions:
1. Tell me about your experiences at BBG’s Children’s Gardening Program as a
Child Participant.
Possible prompts:
•
•
•
•

What caused you to get involved?
How many years did you participate?
How old were you?
What did you take interest in?

2. What stands out in your memory of your participation?
Possible prompts:
• Tell me what surprised you about your participation.
• What did you take interest in?
• What did you like? Dislike?
3. What did Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program mean to you
as a kid?
4. What meaning does Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program
have to you as an adult?
5. Tell me about your gardening experiences as a child before the program and after
the program.
6. Tell me about how your experiences as a participant of Brooklyn Botanic
Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program have influenced your life?

Demographic Questions :
1. Gender & Age
2. Profession or occupation
3. Education
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Appendix B
Consent Form

The purpose of this research study is to obtain qualitative information concerning
the experiences of participants in Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening
Program.
You will participate in an informal, semi-structured interview that will last
approximately one hour.

The interviews will be audio taped.

Your response, both in

interviews and to this consent form, will to be kept completely confidential and the tapes
will be stored in a locked filing cabinet upon transcription. I will be the only person with
access to the tapes.

You will be given a pseudonym to ensure your anonymity in the

presentation of the results.
There are no foreseeable risks involved in your participation in the project nor are
there direct benefits to you.

Participation will, however, provide you with the

opportunity to reflect on your own experience and it will help increase the general body
of knowledge concerning youth gardening programs.
Your participation in this project is entirely voluntary and you may refuse to answer
specific questions or you may withdraw at any time without penalty.

You may decline to

participate without penalty. If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the
study at anytime without penalty and without loss of benefits to which you are otherwise
entitled. If you withdraw from the study before data collection is completed your data
will be returned or destroyed.

If you have any questions about this project, please

contact Jayme Tims, email jtims@utk.edu or phone (865) 946-1138.

I fully understand the explanation of the study and I agree to participate.
_____________________________ Name

_____________Date

_____________________________ Signature
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Appendix C
Memorandum of Understanding
The following is a memorandum of understanding between the researcher, Jayme E. Tims
and Brooklyn Botanic Garden (BBG), subject to the fulfillment of the requirements for a
Master’s of Science at the University of Tennessee.
In order to fulfill the thesis requirements for the M.S. degree in Ornamental Horticulture
and Landscape Design with a concentration in Public Horticulture, I intend to interview 6
alumni from Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s Children’s Gardening Program.

In this

naturalistic inquiry, the experiences and reflections of the participants will be portrayed.
The qualitative research will be conducted in person by the researcher. This study holds
the potential for creating a theoretical base for examining the role of a youth gardening
program.
The following research questions will guide this study: (1) How do adult alumni of
BBG’s Children’s Gardening Program describe their experiences as a child participant
and how do they make meaning of those experiences?

(2) How do adult alumni of

BBG’s Children’s Gardening Program perceive their experience to influence their lives,
if at all?
The findings of this research endeavor will be published in a thesis, according to the
requirements of the University of Tennessee and in subsequent journal articles reviewed
by Dr. Susan Hamilton, chair of this research study. Brooklyn Botanic Garden will also
have the opportunity to review both the thesis and any journal articles prior to
publication. A copy of the final product of this thesis and copies of subsequent journal
articles will be given to BBG for record purposes.
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The researcher holds the right to not disclose any participant names or raw data.
Brooklyn Botanic Garden has the right to use the results of the study in publications
when given proper acknowledgment of the University of Tennessee and/or the researcher.
Sharon Myrie
Sharon Myrie, Vice President of Education

Date

Spring 2002

Date

Spring 2002

Jayme Tims
Jayme E. Tims, Researcher

(Original signatures are on file with official student records)
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Appendix D
Taxonomy of Findings
I. Childhood Learning and Development Experience
A. Horticultural Knowledge
a. Gardening skills
b. Producing and harvesting vegetables
c. Cultivating ornamental plants
d. Increased awareness of environmental issues
B. Social Skills
C. Cultural Awareness
D. Personal Development
a. Independence
b. Self-discipline
c. Responsibility
d. Self-esteem
II. BBG’S CGP Impact on Adulthood
A. Hobbies
a. Gardening
b. Cooking
c. Supporting community horticulture programs
B. Career Enhancement
C. Sharing the CGP Experience
D. Appreciation for Nature
III. The meaning of the CGP and BBG
A. Beliefs about the CGP Experience
a. Children’s Gardening Program staff
b. Characteristics of the Children’s Gardening Program
1) Sense of ownership
2) Experiential learning
3) Fun atmosphere
c. Being a CGP participant
B. Beliefs about the BBG Experience
a. Exposure to a public garden
b. Positive community addition
c. BBG’s environment versus urban Brooklyn
d. Membership value
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